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ABSTRACT 

The speaking subject, or the self, in white western language and literature 

predominantly functions as a disembodied construct. Two infl uential 

constructions of self exemplify this disembodiment. Cog ito ergo sum, as it 

has been developed outside of Descartes' works, claims subjectivity on the 

basis of thought alone, potentiaIIy relegating all other elements of human 

existence to non-subjectivity. Desidero ergo sum, as psycho-linguistically 

developed by Lacan, claims subjectivity only through language, which 

requires explicitly gender-based disavowals of embodiment. While the 

desidero disrupts the cog ito by theorizing the impossibility of any definitive 

'knowledge' of self, both constructions of self function dichotomously 

(mind/body; male/female; etc.) wherein the "first" element defines itself by 

not being the "second." These constructs empower those who can 

effectively disembody themselves (e.g., those who can claim masculinity) at 

the expense of those who are therefore necessarily, psycho-socially marked 

with embodiment (e.g., those marked with the feminine). 

In response, this dissertation conjoins Elaine Scarry's "reading" of torture 

with mostly Irigarayan developments of gender and subjectivity tempered by 

Monique Wittig's critique of "the mark of gender," to ironically pose sentio 

ergo sum in order to tease open both the pretense to universality and the 

oppressive dichotomizing of hegemonic sUbjectivity. Calling on a wide 

range of theories in English and French in an effort to bring the highly 

theoretical, 'disembodied' discourse that surrounds subjectivity 'down to 
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earth,' I consider the ways in which several contemporary writers and 

theorists work to create new sUbjectivities by reconfiguring the relationship 

between language, self, and embodiment. Roland Barthes' specular search, 

Luce Irigaray's multivalent "lips", and Julia Kristeva's motherly voice offer 

problematic theoretical resistance to the dichotomizing heterosexual 

masculinization of all subjectivity. Similarly in fiction Marguerite Duras's 

"ravishing" of the subject and Monique Wittig's "lesbianization" of the 

subject offer very different attempts to alter the patriarchally constructed 

bounds of subjectivity through radical embodiment. Seen together, the 

works of these writers offer insights into the importance of embodiment for 

any challenge to the culturally constructed and personally limiting images of 

"the speaking subject." 
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INTRODUCTION 

I come to this dissertation with a clear agenda: to help create a less 

oppressive world. This work, for me, not only extends logically from my 

ongoing political work toward social change, but it is an attempt to literally 

"come to terms" with and for that which often seems either unspoken or 

unspeakable. In the process I wrestle with some influential socio-linguistic 

theories, particularly psychoanalysis, that currently describe and inform our 

being in the world. In these theories I have found problems similar to those 

that render all work toward social change difficuIt--gaps: between the ideal 

and the lived; between theory and practice; between self and other. They are 

gaps produced by logic that naturalizes, in and through language, the hetero

masculinist construction of hegemonic subjectivity. These hybrid terms, if 

aw kward, seem provisionally necessary in order to call attention to the 

extent to which all of us are formed and informed by the languages we use, 

and that, to some degree, use us. Throughout this work I rely heavily on 

constructionist models as they assume the possibility for social change. 

They offer a useful balance against the essentializing naturalization that 

tends to coagulate around our beliefs in the way things are. I work to break 

the grip of oppressive constructions of subjectivity by challenging their 

ability to speak for me. 

Gender is one socio-Iinguistic construction that affects both our 

embodiment and our thinking. Because it is nearly impossible to think of 
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our being human before thinking in terms of gender, gender, and the 

oppression it marks, constrain our humanity. By this I mean, first of all, that 

our possibilities for exploring what it means to be human are limited by the 

intersections of language and thought that insist on gender before 

subjectivity. Secondly, gender in this text does not refer to biology. No 

matter the physical forms, which are far more varied than the simplistic 

reproductive models allow, anyone, theoretically, can assume the position of 

male or femaie. Because of this, following Monique Wittig's analysis of 

gender marking as oppression, I eschew, as often as possible terms, like man 

and woman, that would naturalize gender (Straight 76-89). The positions 

and their relations in Gur thinking and language are what 1 assess. 

As someone marked with the feminine, and as a mother, especially 

when pregnant, 1 have found my being in the world all but obliterated by 

social perceptions of me that objectify me as all body. Because of the over

determined cultural constructs of motherhood, "I" do not exist, except to 

serve the purpose of reproducing the social order. As a lesbian mother 1 

have worked at every juncture to disrupt and renegotiate that order. 

As a lesbian, i have found my being in the world all but obliterated. If 

this is not obvious enough from the virtual lack of cultural imagery, 

discourse, or supportive social institutions, it became curiously (if not 

humorously), obvious when, in daring to show my lesbian affections in 

public, 1 found them to be unseen, perhaps even unseeable, by what 

Monique Wittig refers to as "straight minds" (Straight 21). Moreover, 
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insofar as my own sense of self empowerment is seen as masculine, my 

identity is veiled once more. 

In both cases my right to describe and develop my being in the world 

is consistently violated in ways that I find to be related, not only to each 

other, but to issues of class and race as well. This is not to simplify the 

cultural articulations of these oppressions, as they take a dizzying array of 

turns, but in analyzing the cultural dynamics at work in oppression, I have 

found that representations of embodiment play a powerful role. This 

dissertation attempts to articulate this role. 

French texts receive substantial attention in this work because of the 

central role language has played in developments of both Ie nouveau roman 

and psycho-social theories. While many of the theorists whose works I 

address have not received the same attention in France that they have here, I 

believe Anglo-American academic interest in their works is due, at least in 

part, to a need for balance. As Alice Jardine points out, "[Our] empiricist 

and humanist training, with its lack of emphasis on enunciation--its 

confusion of the third person (universal statement) with the first person 

(involving problems of subjectivity)--consistently distracts us from the 

politics of enunciation" (16). Because I am interested in the intersections of 

embodiment, SUbjectivity, and language, I have chosen the texts used here 

based on the attention they give to the politics of enunciation as well as their 

focus on the materiality of language. The authors w hose works I address 

often do not share ideological or even theoretical territory. My method has 

been to bring together often disparate works in order to see how they open 
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vistas toward understanding each other by highlighting what each would 

Ignore. 

Because language itself militates against attempts to speak of self 

outside of hetero-masculinist gender dichotomies, this text is an embodiment 

of my struggles with articulating that which hegemonic culture would 

silence. The format and style interact with the content. Insisting on the 

presence of my own voice throughout, rather than allowing myself to be 

subsumed by the generic voice of academe, I creatively interact with the 

theoretical positions presented, rather than using them as foundational texts. 

The text works at all levels to disrupt cultural imperatives that would limit 

human possibilities for being in the world. My hope is that this will be read 

as an interlacing of voices that opens a space in which no being is silenced. 



WHERE IS MY BODY PROPER? 
GENDER AND THE CONSTRUCTION OF MEANING 

I know no woman ... for whom her body is 
not a fundamental problem: its clouded meaning, 
its fertility, its desire, its so-called frigidity, its 
bloody speech, its changes and mutilations, its 
rapes and ripenings. There is for the first time 
today a possibilty of converting our physicality 
into both knowledge and power . ... the scholar 
reading denies at her peril the blood on the 
tampon. 

Adrienne Rich (Of Woman Born 284-85) 

Where is my body proper? The blood on the tampon wants answers. 

My breasts, bones, cervix, hair, face, womb, expanding/contracting flesh--all 

ask the same bloody question. The question would not need asking except 

that as a person whose anatomical parts are read as naturalized proofs of the 

feminine 1 gender, I am written over, rendered virtually invisible to those 

who see me only as physical pieces meant for potential pleasure, unable to 

hear my voice, whether written or spoken, as anything more than sound in 

sexual games of their own designs. More often than not, in public settings, I 

find that my body is not mine to interpret. Moreover, because of its socio-

1 Because I agree with Monique Wittig's claim that tenns such as "feminine," "masculine," "female," 
"male," and pronouns or other linguistic marks that insist on dichotomized gender marking, refer more to 
political classes than to any biological imperative, I work throughout to call attention to them as powerful 
linguistic markers of difference that do not allow, or often erase, more accurate and complex. differences. 
More complex. understandings of differences disrupt the simplistic dualisms upon which oppressions 
depend and, therefore, threaten those who find power in present social structures. For Wittig's 
development of gender marking as a political tactic, see her collection of essays now available in The 
Straight Mind. While I take these ideas in a different direction, I am indebted to her development of gender 
marking and the category of sex. as a political category throughout this work. 

For both a scientific explanation and sociological development of the multiplicity of genders see Holly 
Devor's Gender Blending. Also, Gisela T. Kaplan and Lesley 1. Rogers. 
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linguistic status as object, my body is not considered proper in any more 

than the very circumscribed roles allotted to it-as-me by any who read it-as

me, except as I am able in any moment to reclaim my embodied self to 

renegotiate the meanings through active interpretations of my own. 

* * * 
Let's say [see you and you look really pretty, and really clean and 

sexy, and you're giving off very feminine, sexy vibes. [think "Wow, I 

would love to make love to you," but [ know you're not really 

interested. It's a tease. A lot of times you know that you're looking 

really good and you'll use that and flaunt it, and it makes me feel like 

you're laughing at me and I feel degraded. [also feel dehumanized, 

because when I'm being teased [just turn off. [cease to be human. 

Because if I go with my human emotions I'm going to want to put my 

arms around you and kiss you; so [just turn off my emotions. [t's a 

feeling of humiliation, because you've forced me to turn off my 

feelings and react in a way that [ really don't want to. If [ were 

actually desperate enough to rape you, it would be from wanting you, 

but it would also be a very spiteful thing, just being able to say, "[ 

have power over you and [can do anything [want with you"; because 

really [ feel that you have power over me just by your presence. Just 

the fact that you can come up to me and just melt me and make me feel 

like a dummy makes me want revenge. You have power over me so [ 

want power over you.2 

2 This text is from an interview fragment with a San Francisco law clerk in Beneke, Men on Rape, 43-
44. I have transposed his language from the third person to the second so that he speaks directly to the 
reader. 
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* * * 

Whistles in the street, blatant displays of female bodies as objects, and 

the ever-present threat of rape all work to separate me from the meaning of 

my own embodiment--a separation marked by daily violations of my 

sUbjectivity. With male violence as a founding social principle, male desire 

constitutes the only "human" desire.3 In this logic, anyone who can claim 

masculinity might feel "dehumanized" whenever his desires are not 

corroborated by his "other," the counterpart necessary to the maintenance of 

his infantilized self-image. To bring anyone marked with the feminine into 

corroboration, he feels free, indeed feels that it is "natural," to entertain 

violence. Moreover, he supports his "right" to violate her by placing his 

desires in her control, believing that she has power over his desires. In this 

way, she is held responsible for his body, for the hardening of his penis. She 

becomes doubly embodied as the ground for his masculinist subjectivity. 

Social intercourse of any sort, including "making love," in this sense is never 

about sharing, but about objectification. It becomes the displacement of the 

one's desires onto the body of the other, the one who must be "othered."4 A 

related dynamic functions in the logic of oppression across race and class 

lines as well. 

3 Much feminist criticism has grappled with masculinist violence as a founding social principle. It 
remains a thorny issue because it is both so prevalent and often intimate, and so powerfully veiled. One of 
the more recent, "unveilings" is Riane Eisler's The Chalice and the Blade Based on solidly researched 
archeological findings, she divides human history into two social models--the dominator and the 
partnership--to claim that the dominator model is historically regressive, in comparison to the progress of 
human development found in societies based on partnership. 

4 For a development of the related dynamics of "othering" and "saming," see Naomi Schor, 1989. 
"[B]orrowing the term from Mary Louise Pratt, "othering" ... [is] the means by which patriarchy fixed 
women in the place of the absolute Other, projecting onto women a femininity constituted of the refuse of 
masculine transcendence" (45). 
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While there are those within traditionally hetero-masculinist settings 

who no longer emotionally require the safety from the power of women 

offered by homosocial surroundings, many work awkwardly to maintain a 

pretense of ignorance of any difference (comparable to attempts to ignore 

physical "deformity") which only serves to further mark the impropriety of 

my physical form. As Jane Gallop notes, a body that bleeds on its own 

"mess[es] up the categories," disrupting circuits of masculinist power and 

desire (Thinking 34). 

Even in the potentially neutral space of the written text, the 

attachment of my name or the admissions I've just made will, depending on 

my reader, mark me as object/other, thereby denying my claim to full 

subjectivity.s In both physical and textual spaces the assertion of my 

presence poses problems. In order to maintain a sense of agency, I must 

fight at all moments the disfiguring power6 of a symbolic order7 that restricts 

my figure to a use factor, limits perception to the greater part of what 

constitutes my existence, renders my discourse transitory, unclean, 

impropre, in short, denies me the right to the community that propriety 

defines. 

5 Much has been written about the space of the text. Inasmuch as this space constitutes an ideal realm, 
it is possible to work within the abstract. On this basis Monique Wittig argues that the mark of gender must 
be destroyed as it imposes heterosexuality and denies those marked as feminine the power of abstraction 
inherent in the use of the pronoun "I." See 'The Mark of Gender." Luce Irigaray substantiates the 
gendering of all texts from both a philosophical and psychoanalytic basis in her Parler n'est jamais neutre. 

For sociological studies assessing the val uation of any work marked by a woman's name see: Michelle 
A. Paludi and Lisa Strayer, and Jeffrey Pfeffer and Alison Davis-Blake. 

6 In all of her works Monique Wittig "wages war" on a language in which "the class of men have 
appropriated the universal for themselves." 'The Mark of Gender," 66. 

7 Jacques Lacan claims that in the development of the speaking subject there is a move from what he 
calls the realm of the Imaginary, thoughts before the advent of language, into the Symbolic Order, into 
language, which is defined by the paternal metaphor-the phallus. See, for example, £crits, chapter one. 
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Self, other, and language all become entangled in community. I want 

to clarify my use of "community" because the idealization of community in 

many feminists' work might skew my meaning. The community of which I 

speak is not the ideal community critiqued by Iris Marion Young. She 

claims that many feminist dreams of community have been impossible 

utopias based on a (potentially totalitarian) privileging of unity over 

differences ("Community" 300-23). I have watched feminist dreams turn 

into totalitarian action, but I prefer to assess these in light of the context to 

which they respond and consider such communities experiments in ways of 

being together. Perhaps more important to the context at hand, based on my 

own experiential and theoretical work with community, I find Young's 

dependence on models that privilege language over the complexities of co

existence, including physicality, interesting in light of the distinctions I here 

attempt to make. Summarizing Jacques Derrida, Young writes: "the 

metaphysics of presence seeks to detemporize and despatialize this 

signifying process, inventing the illusion of pure present meaning which 

eliminates the referential relation. This is idealism: conceiving the being and 

the truth of things lying outside time and change" (304). Inasmuch as "the 

metaphysics of presence" is a static abstraction, her claim for its "idealism" 

seems redundant. Her equally "idealistic" claim for referential relations as 

against "the metaphysics of presence" implies that embodiment is static and 

posits language as the model for our being in the world. Because of the 

disembodied nature of our language, this linguistic model creates a false 

opposition between "presence" and "difference," as though the two do not 

co-exist. Both presence and difference can be idealized as static or 
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referential. In contrast, I believe language to be, at best, a troublesome 

material of our own making, which is why we need artists who devote time 

to challenging our be-ing in language. The community that I propose is 

merely the community with whom I do share both physical (textual and 

bodily) co-existence and language. I maintain my (continually referential) 

presence in body and text as resistance to and rupture of the gender marking 

process. 

Women throughout recorded Western history have maintained their 

presence in resistance to masculinist hegemony with varying degrees of 

success. The inscriptions of Enheduanna's powerful self-confidence and 

Sappho's incomparable eloquence seem blissfully untouched by the near 

erasure that the mark of gender seems to have later imposed. Their writings 

grew out of their physical participation in rich oral and musical traditions: 

their voices were intimately tied to their physical presence in their worlds 

which was validated by powerful goddesses. Sappho claims freely: "I 

confess/I love that which caresses me"(6). It seems they wrote without 

apology, without a need to hide, or to cover over their physicality in shame 

or self-erasure.8 Women from later ages lacked a comparable physical 

connection to their art because of insistent violent physical denials of their 

right to a social presence,. They wrote with the mark of gender so heavily 

upon them that Virginia Woolf would claim that it "deformed and twisted" 

their works (Room 72). In fact, Woolf maintained that "the obstacles 

against" a woman ''telling the truth about [her] own experience as a body" 

8 r thank Susan Aiken for reminding me of this point and encouraging the connection. Also, it is 
important to note that both Enheduanna and Sappho were women from the upper classes of their societies. 
As such, they had freedoms that many other women of their times did not. 
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remained "immensely powerful" throughout the first half of this century 

(Women and Writing 62). 

Presence develops power in numbers. After centuries of more furtive 

attempts. this century has seen an explosion of women maintaining presence 

not only through sheer mass of voices, bodies, and texts, but through 

innumerable projects that range from unearthing the works of our textual 

foremothers to deconstructing the processes of gendered colonization and 

appropriation. The exponential growth of feminist journals, women's 

studies programs, and general public support for women's issues have all the 

signs of a growing power base, including backlash (Faludi Backlash.). More 

importantly, the growing diversity of feminist criticism and theory creates a 

broader, more critical and lively base that is actively questioning the 

hegemonic structures.9 Even the sciences, supposedly free of any sort of 

socio-political bias, have been proven to be skewed by masculinist 

assumptions.1O So, while in the dailiness of our own lives the inequities 

remain blatant and real, an undercurrent of slow change seems to be gaining 

strength. Yet the persistence of the mark of gender as oppression, even as it 

is "en proces, "II speaks to its cultural endemism. Indeed, studies mapping 

the causes, effects, origins, production, reproductions, and possible ends of 

gender marking repeatedly prove the roots to be deep within, if not 

fundamental to, Western language, cultural structures, and psyches. 

9 Camille Paglia gives the term backlash a whole new meaning and stands as only one more bit of 
evidence of the threatening power of a growing feminist presence. 

10 See, among others, Luce Irigaray, Parler n'est jamais neutre; Evelyn Fox: Keller, Reflections on 
Gender and Science; and Ruth Bleier, Science and Gender. 

II r call here on Julia Kristeva's subject "en proces," "in process" and "on trial," to bring her theory of 
creativity to play on the transformation of gender suggested by Monique Wittig's assessment of gender 
marking as oppression. See Julia Kristeva, La Revolution and Monique Wittig, 'ihe Mark of Gender." 
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Because it is possible to play the feminine to limited advantage without 

pressuring the system toward any substantial change, for example, as the 

dutiful daughter who reinforces the patriarchal right to power by her 

rejection of other women, the courage to offer real resistance or to rupture 

the symbolic order remains rare. Creating and maintaining a presence, a 

personal physical, intellectual and emotional presence, in contradistinction to 

masculinist hegemony, can be exhausting. 

* * * 
You face three men in the exam room. You have faced them before, in 

classes, at social events. You have submitted your work for their perusal, 

garnered their critiques, struggled between meeting their approval, the 

necessary ingredient to success, and your own sensibilities. Now you submit 

yourself to their final examination. Your adviser opens questioning, 

"What color are the panties you're wearing?" 12 

* * * 

I experience this sense of exhaustion most overwhelmingly when it 

seems as though any response to my environment will constitute an action 

against myself causing a violent disconnection between myself and my 

environment, between me and my own embodiment. If I smile, or simply 

turn the other way, when a man makes a suggestive remark, then I allow his 

assumptions to violate my rights to my own desires. And yet, why waste my 

breath? Because we tend to think of power as it plays itself out in the 

12 This incident was recounted to me by a graduate who wished to remain anonymous from a program 
she preferred I left unnamed. 
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macrocosm of the larger world, we often fail to perceive, or adequately 

theorize the power plays in our own lives. The most disempowering 

oppressions happen at the most intimate, and therefore most entangled 

levels. Where I have been encouraged by cultural myth in songs, movies, 

and books to construct the expectation of love, I often find violence or 

violation. Where I might reasonably expect respect, I find disrespect. 

Where I have hopes for community, I struggle with degradation. These 

reversals and denials, born of and by insistent linguistic, ontological, and 

epistemological dichotomies that essentialize my existence to make their 

meaning, mark the space of oppression in the construction of 

intersubjectivity . 

* * * 
«You're having my baby . .. " 

«I'm a woman in love and [love what you're doing to me."13 

«I'll be therefor you, Honey . .. " 

"Yeah, what are you going to do, squeeze a watermelon out your 

ass? "14 

*** 

Theorizing the dynamics of power in the dailiness of our lives will 

better enable us to act, but will also require analysis of the full and 

continuous extent of our own complicity. Claims to innocence only reify the 

very dichotomizing within which I, and many others who dream of less 

13 From Paul Anka's song, You're Having My Baby, on CDFive Decades: Greatest Hits, 1991. 
14 Discussion between parents-to-be as retold to meby the pregnant one. 
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oppressive, more affirming social conditions, often find ourselves entrapped. 

This means that even as I struggle with "the necessary use of patriarchal 

terms" and an inevitable "immersion in patriarchal practices," I must, with 

each step, assess the terms of my own immersion if I hope to avoid the easy 

ideological escapes into the simplicity of reversals, dichotomies, and 

stereotyping (Grosz "A Note" 332). Inevitably, my success will be partial, 

provisional, and always under reassessment. 

The blood on the tampon, blood not born of oppressive violence or 

violation, insists that we renegotiate current constructions of sUbjectivity as 

they foreclose the affirmation of our embodiment. Our language and culture 

insists on dichotomous gender marking within a network of dichotomies that 

define subjectivity: as infants we remain things until we are gender marked. 

But the "halves" are not equal. "Mind," "culture," and "male" are grouped 

together with the positive, the space of the speaking subject, and "body," 

"nature," and "female" are grouped together with the negative, the ground 

from which the positive defines itself.1s These dichotomies are fundamental 

to the construction of Western subjectivity and, therefore, a body's power to 

speak within a language community. Inasmuch as I am marked with the 

feminine within such a structure, I must struggle to maintain my presence 

against any cultural, and enculturated, failure to affirm the complexity of my 

existence. If there is any hope of developing such an affirming community, 

these dichotomies, if not the very process of dichotomizing in the 

construction of subjectivity, knowledge, and power, must be addressed. The 

IS The problems with dichotomizing have been explicated with different twists from a great many 
fields of perception. Some notable developments include: Ynestra King, "Healing the Wounds;" Teresa de 
Lauretis, '"fhe Violence of Rhetoric;" Luce lrigaray, Ce Sexe qUi n'en est pas un; Jacques Derrida's 
differance in La Dissemination. 
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problem of affirming the complexity of my existence, without foreclosing 

meaning, or of speaking in a language that does not assume embodiment as 

stasis, requires nothing less than reconsidering the very foundations and 

intersections of embodiment, subjectivity, thought, language, power, znd 

knowledge. In asking where my body might be proper, I insist on pressing 

my socio-linguistic community to in-corporate the fact of all human 

embodiment in a fashion that affirms the complexity of human existence and 

process of existing. This will require that those who would disembody 

themselves for the sake of subjectivity take back responsibility for their own 

embodiment. Embodiment is our shared space. I move in concert with 

Elspeth Probyn's suggestion that we "use the body with attitude, to defiantly 

put the body forward as an image within discourse" (Ill). I body forth. 
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Embodiment and Gender Marking 

Mais plus generale est chez l'homme sa 

revolte contre sa condition charnelle; il se 

considere comme un dieu dechu : sa malediction 

c'est d'etre tombe d'un ciel lumineux et ordonne 

dans les tenebres chaotiques du ventre maternel . .. 

. Il se voudrait necessaire comme une Idee, comme 

l' Un, Ie Tout, l' Esprit absolu; et il se trouve 

enjerme dans un corps limite ... 

Simone de Beauvoir (239) 

The question then becomes: How does this body mean? Evidently "I" 

am only part, and often a lesser part, of how my body means. It/I am only 

provisionally "mine" as itlI am multiply objectified, appropriated, and 

violently separated. First of all, within hegemonic ontologies, 

epistemologies, and linguistics, my subjectivity, such as I might be able to 

claim, is effectively disembodied. Even in my own speech my body and "I" 

are violently sundered as though being a speaking subject has nothing to do 

with the fact of embodiment. If I wish to speak of my being as embodied, I 

am required to add that on as if my body is carnal matter in excess of 

whatever subjectivity an "I" has to offer. Moreover, my physical being is 

reduced to an object, an "it." To speak of embodiment as integral to the 

process of my being requires forced and fabricated locutions that often 



emphasize the disconnection in attempts to force a reconnection. 

Attempting to re-embody this disembodied sUbjectivity requires more than 

any simple play with language. As Naomi Goldenberg explains in Returning 

Words to Flesh: 

Most forms of Western philosophy and religion have taught that 

we are inferior imitations of things that are inhuman .... that human 

life is a rough copy of something out there--something better, wiser, 

and purer .... Any notion of a superior, absent, bodiless power who is 

all-seeing yet unseen can only support the stupefying idealization of 

that which is not alive. Any contemporary form of monotheism can 

only lend approval to the standardization and homogenization of 

human experience. These time-honored beliefs . . . are based on 

fantasies both of independence from matter and a complete 

domination of the planet. (17) 

Our sense of ourselves in the world and the very ways in which we claim to 

know anything, including the meaning of ourselves in the world, finds its 

basis in a disembodied metaphysics. 

Secondly, as a body marked with the feminine, I-as-it am insistently 

essentialized as the matter that supports phallic subjectivity and meaning. 

Fundamentally, at least in western languages, it remains difficult to speak of 

a human being without marking that human being with masculinity or 

femininity. Language seems to offer, or at least acknowledge, embodiment 

through gender: but this is a phallacy.16 The linguistic focus on a simplistic 

16 A fallacy of Western culture's phallogocentric value systems. 
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biological reading of the reproductive aspects of anatomy do a disservice to 

the aspects of our existence that more effectively mark human existence as 

human. Moreover, in order for the masculine to function as the unmarked, 

positive, or neuter, linguistic category, the feminine, that which is other than 

maculine, must function as the marked, particular, or negative category that 

serves as ground for the masculine as universal. Language seems to offer 

freedom from embodiment through an idealized version of masculine 

sUbjectivity that relies on women as containers for the reality of 

embodiment. The complexity and power of this dynamic has frustrated and 

stymied feminist writers for centuries. In her development of this problem 

in ''The Mark of Gender," Monique Wittig explains: 

Sex, under the name of gender, permeates the whole body of language 

and forces every locutor, if she belongs to the oppressed sex, to 

proclaim it in her speech, that is, to appear in language under her 

proper physical form and not under the abstract form, which every 

male locutor has the unquestioned right to use. (79) 

Writers, like Wittig, who have waged war on the masculinist appropriation 

of language, who attempt to develop a subjectivity outside of the masculinist 

ones, find themselves up against language itself. Expressing the problem 

from another angle, Virginia Woolf claimed that there was a need for a 

"woman's sentence" or, as Sandra Gilbert and Susan Gubar explain, an 

ability to "sentence" herself instead of being "sentenced" in language 

appropriated by men. In attempting to "sentence" myself, I find that the "I" 

that I claim tends either to leave my body in the dust, or, inasmuch as this 
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"I" is marked with the feminine, essentializes the whole of my existence as 

an embodied object. My right to claim that "I" depends upon my 

willingness to leave my body behind for the masculinist dream of 

transcendence, and its oppressive fabrication of power through dichotomies 

that essentialize, unless I am able to configure it otherwise. While Wittig 

focuses her reader on the power of abstraction denied through the mark of 

gender as it insists on particularizing those marked with the feminine, I wish 

to focus on embodiment as a universal human reality whose importance 

needs more complex theoretical development. 17 

* * * 
At eleven years old he calls you to the bathroom and tells you to come 

in, to close the door. You stand with the door behind you, knob 

frozen in your hand. You stifle a gasp against the steamy air. He tells 

you that his should be the first that you see. That it is a father's duty 

to explain the facts of life to his daughter. He picks it up, holds it in 

his hand as he berates your mother for not exhibiting her body to your 

brothers. He pulls back the foreskin, explaining its features. Bracing 

yourself, you cross your arms and stare studiously, feigning dutiful 

boredom. He explains how it gets bigger and harder, how it goes 

inside of you to make babies. He strokes it, wanting to demonstrate . 

Finally, when he cannot get it up, you are dismissed. 

* * * 

17 I wish to note that this constitutes a fundamental difference between my work and Wittig's that 
leads me in directions with which she does not always agree. Also, I do not intend to reinscribe the static 
"Being as presence" of Western metaphysics that Jacques Derrida so strongly critiques in all of his works. 
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As the essentialized element of the gender dichotomy, woman has 

repeatedly been read as closer to "nature" than man. In her summary of 

Simone de Beauvoir's encyclopedic assessment of female physiology 

throughout the animal world, Sherry Ortner notes that "many major areas 

and processes of the woman's body serve no apparent function for the health 

and stability of the individual; ... they are often sources of discomfort, pain 

and danger" ("Female" 74). While this might help to explain how the 

nature/culture dichotomy has been structured in relationship to the meaning 

of female embodiment, we might just as easily make similar claims about 

wisdom teeth, tonsils, and appendixes. In short, every body is subject to 

"discomfort, pain, and danger." Such a "reading" of embodiment only 

supports the tendency to deny corporeality, especially at that node that most 

reminds us of the shared fact of embodiment--the space of birthing. It is no 

wonder that feminist theorists often dance around embodiment. Given the 

essentialization of nature in the analogous nature/culture dichotomy, which 

similarly legitimizes our abuse of our environment, nature becomes an 

ideologically and politically dangerous realm for women as it functions to 

naturalize the oppressive gender dichotomy. Yet the very dichotomy 

between nature and culture, for human existence, is absurd. It assumes that 

humans are not intimately connected to the environment to which we are 

born and in which we live. If we are not natural, in what way are we not and 

whose purpose does such meaning-making serve? Donna Haraway claims 

that this dichotomy has more to do with the history of colonization and man 

as "the author of a cosmos called history," defining himself against "animal, 
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barbarian or woman" ("Cyborgs" 198). In a similar vein, Vicki Kirby writes 

of the incessant essentialization at the heart of these dichotomies: 

[W]oman is ceaselessly re-figured as an absence such that man can be 

rendered present in every account .... Woman is the embodied place 

in which essentialism comes to reside, albeit uncannily .... [W]oman 

embodies the "play" of essentialism's difference from and within 

itself in the mode of production of man .... Woman is the embodiment 

of phallocentrism' s infinite essentialisms, the tissue of their 

complicitous interlacings. Woman is the manifestation, the "reality" 

that "references" essentialism's constitutive violations. And her body 

is indeed essentialism's superlative because it matters too much, 

because it bears the habit of too many meanings, too many 

contradictions, too many questions that defy resolution and that stay 

alive in the paradoxical spacing of their peculiar assemblage ... man's 

desire that 'the nature of things' (namely, his privilege) might be 

justified and even demanded by some causal essence in woman, 

displaces the need for this essential predication from the necessity of 

his existence to the explanation of hers. ("Corporeal" 15-16) 

Woman is a construct, an ideal, that functions to deny living people marked 

with the feminine the power of subjectivity by essentializing their lived 

existence to this oppressive role. In her own naming is her enslavement to 

the essential, thereby creating a knot more likely to "unhinge the soul" than 
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any knot related to being marked with the feminine that any masculinist 

philosopher has dared to address. 18 

In attempts to deal with the impropriety of any form (physical or 

textual) marked with the feminine, some contemporary academic feminist 

theories in English and French-speaking circles have focused on 

constructions of difference. Much of this work expands upon, or 

appropriates Jacques Derrida's development of difjerance,19 especially in 

reaction to Jacques Lacan's irritating insistance that anyone who speaks as a 

subject falls under the sign of the masculine. Writers like Helene Cixous 

and Luce Irigaray struggle furiously to create a specifically feminine 

subjectivity against, and within the psycho-linguistic structures defined by 

Derrida and Lacan. While I think that developing any notion of subjectivity, 

agency, and sexuality that challenges hegemonic constructions offers 

disruptive potential in terms of articulating that which the hegemony 

silences, the tendency to valorize stereotypes that remain limited to 

dichotomized, hetero-reproductive assumptions about human sexuality 

effectively leaves the dichotomies and the processes of dichotomizing and 

essentialization unquestioned. ~C) 

18 In The Gay Science, paragraph 71, "On Female Chastity," Friedrich Nietzsche claims that upper
class women must suffer from a "psychic knot" at the time of marriage due to being reared in total 
ignorance of their sexuality. 

19 This neologism marks the difference within difference as a possible identifying force within the 
production of meaning that depends upon the endless deferral of any fixed identity. See Jacques Derrida, 
"La Differance." 

20 I will address Irigaray's work more fully in Chapter 2, especially her development of "lips" and 
"mucous" as morphologies for altering the phallogocentrism of hegemonic subjectivity. I believe that 
Irigaray is more effective than Cixous in breaking out of the dichotomies, in part because of Cixous' 
tendency to mythologize what seem to me to be reinscriptions of stereotypical essences. I have problems 
with both insofar as they posit a femininity as against hegemonic masculinity, but I believe that lrigaray's 
morphologies offer greater potential for moving beyond this dichotomy. 
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Those who dare to theorize feminism find themselves caught in a trap. 

The very category of women upon which feminist politics depends, remains 

chronically essentialized within masculinist culture. This poses two related 

problems. Without the category "woman," it seems that feminists would 

have little ground for either theory or political action. Yet, because of this 

essentialization, the category erases the differences between women and 

allows for the oppression of "othered" women, just as man does not 

functionally include anything but the hegemonic male. As many feminist 

theorists of color have noted, difference has far more difference than gender 

to be explored. 21 If theories of differences are to work at all, they must 

press the limits of current hegemonic constructions to examine the distance 

from embodiment that the freedom to theorize seems to encourage. 

Caught within these dichotomies, we have just begun to effectively 

explore the meanings of power, subjectivity, or sexuality beyond the 

dichotomies male and female.22 Moreover, in spite of attempts to re-embody 

subjectivity with non-phallic morphologies, as Kirby points out, discussions 

of these attempts tend to "engage the problematic of feminism and 

corporeality by denying the relevance of this particular, lived body." 

Explaining this denial, she claims: 

This improper body is quarantined for fear that its ineluctable 

immediacy will leave' us no space for change, no chance to be other

wise, no place from which to engender a different future .... The 

21 See, for example, Gloria T. Hull, Patricia Bell Scott, and Barbara Smith, eds. All the Women are 
White, All the Blacks are Men, But Some of us are Brave. Also, see works by bell hooks, Cherrie Moraga, 
Trinh T. Minh Ha, and Gayatri Spivak. 

22 Most powerfully, Monique Wittig fights her way beyond these dichotomies. Others who attempt 
different approaches to the problem include Diana Fuss and Judith Butler. 
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anatomical body remains reality's harshest truth at precisely that 

moment when we determine to banish its substance by simply 

dissolving the accompanying notions of "reality" and "reference" 

through which it is made manifest. (8) 

The bloodlessness of discussions that circumscribe embodiment speak to the 

thorniness of the question. Caught between representation and physical 

"reality," most theorists choose the relative "safety" and power of 

institutionalized somatophobia. There are those who would claim that there 

is nothing to meaning but representation. While I believe that these critiques 

are useful in assessing the substantial power of representation in our lives, 

the body that claims the "I" of this text scratches more than the surface of 

meaning and tenses against the insistence of the computer screen's cursor. 

This body refuses separation from the words these fingers type, cursing the 

possibility, in fact, necessity of speaking of my own experience as an 

embodied being as though my embodiment and my thinking are ultimately 

and in some larger sense, truly separated. 

* * * 
You are pulling weeds, grasping around at the base of each plant to 

make sure that you get at the roots. You think, I have a dissertation to write, 

but you continue to fumble through the cool earth, to yank at the moist 

plants. You toss them in a pile for disposal. The sun is warm on the side of 

your face and you feel the tension in your back releasing with each exertion. 

You pull againsts the knots that have formed under your shoulder blades 

from working, days on end, at your computer. You disrupt a cycle in 
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progress--ifyou do not pull them now, the burrs that grow on the ends of 

each stalk will dry out and embed themselves in the dog's fur, in your socks, 

in your child's clothing, in the carpet. You know that you will be pulling 

them out of every fabric you clean for months. They will show up in the 

washing machine and tear at your clothes. They will find their way into 

your underwear and irritate your flesh at its most tender spots. Better to 

sweat now, while they are green, than to be picking them out of your life 

later. In the rhythm of fumbling fingers, pulling, and tossing, you consider 

the pleasures of cool earth, warm spring sun, and the sweet smell of grass. 

You feel the strain on a body that works sporadically, as the need calls. As 

you grow bored you think, how mundane. If you were wealthy, you would 

pay someone else to do this, then your body would become an object 

requiring the services of a gym. You wipe your brow and wonder, in what 

way of thinking is pulling weeds a pleasure? How does it become a chore? 

Why is it disdained as unworthy of your time? If you have to pull your own 

weeds you must not be much of anyone. You consider the rhythms of your 

body in motion and the rhythms of grass gro')-4/ing. For the most part, you 

enjoy your time in the sun. 

* * * 

I am a body craving theory that powers itself through interconnections 

of differentiation rather than dichotomies. This body desires meaning that 

does not require refuse, that does not leave embodiment behind as detritus. 

This body wants knowledges that live. If, as Kirby suggests, my body, at 

least in part, means in the mode of production of man, then the problem 
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becomes how to wrest my existence from this mode of production. In order 

to answer that, I want to further consider this mode of production. 
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Cogito Ergo Sum 

When Rene Descartes first published Meditationes de Prima 

Philosophia he was both surprised and dismayed at the tendency of many 

readers to perceive his cogito as an argument for a fundamental dichotomy 

between mind and body. Without offering a history of Descartes' works or 

life, I want to point out that Descartes spent a great deal of effort rebutting 

such a reading. At one point, in his response to Monsieur Arnauld, his 

exasperation seems clear: 

Je ne vois pas aussi pourqoui cet argument semble prouver trop; car je 

ne pense pas que, pour montrer qu'une chose est reellement distincte 

d'une autre, on puisse rien dire de moins, sinon que par la toute

puissance de Dieu elle en peut etre separee; et iI m'a semble que 

j' avais pris garde assez soigneusement a ce que personne ne piit pour 

cela penser que l'homme n'est rien qu'un esprit usant ou se servant 

du corps. (CEuvres II 668) 

In spite of Descarte' s own arguments for the obvious union of mind and 

body, his arguments for their being of separate substance, along with the 

cogito, have been disembodied from his corpus and used in a variety of ways 

to further empower those whose sUbjectivities are empowered through 

disembodiment. The mind/body dichotomy was hardly new to Western 

culture. In fact, Drew Leder offers a convincing explanation for the 

tendency to comprehend our minds and bodies as separate entities, some of 

which I will develop later in this chapter. It seems that reader response in 

this case exemplifies: 1) the powerful tendency to dichotomize (for 
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simplicity's sake) in the process of meaning making; 2) the Western 

tendency to disembody knowledge and subjectivity; and 3) the power 

dynamics implicit in the making of meaning, or the restructuring of 

knowledge. I want to address the general acceptance of the mind/body 

dichotomy that has grown out of readings of Descartes. In order to respect 

Descartes' own disagreement with any absolute mind/body dichotomy, when 

I refer to "Cartesian" thought, I will be referring to the general directions this 

line of thinking has taken, even if mistakenly, out of the dehistoricized, 

disembodied, and dismembered bits of Descartes' philosophy. 

As Alison Jaggar and Susan Bordo so succintly summarize in their 

introduction to Gender/Body/Knowledge: Feminist Reconstructions of Being 

and Knowing, the Cartesian framework that has "shaped most of western 

philosophy and science until the twentieth century," consists of several 

"generally accepted ... epistemological assumptions," including: 

1. Reality has an objective structure or nature unaffected by or 

independent of either human understandings of or perspectives on it. 

Philosophers sometimes refer to this assumption as "metaphysical 

realism." 

2. The structure or nature of reality in principle is accessible to 

human understanding or knowledge. When considered with the first 

point, this assumption sometimes is called "objectivism." 

3. Humans approach the task of gaining knowledge of the world 

as solitary individuals, rather than as socially constituted members of 
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historically changing groups. This assumption may be called 

"epistemological individualism." 

4. The prinicipal human faculty for attaining knowledge of reality 

is reason (rationalism), sometimes working in conjunction with the 

senses (empiricism). This assumption has been called the rationalist 

bias. 

5. The faculties of reason and sensation are potentially the same 

for all human beings, regardless of their culture or class, race or sex 

(universalism). Differences in the situations of human beings, rather 

than being recognized as providing alternative perspectives on reality, 

are seen as conquerable impediments to a neutral, "objective" view of 

things .... 

6. The recommended methods typically endeavor to show how 

systematic knowledge may be inferred validly from certain or 

indubitable premises. The assumption that genuine or reliable 

knowledge is built from simple components that are thought of as 

epistemologically certain or indubitable is known by philosophers as 

foundationalism. (2-3) 

To begin with, the dualist ontologies that accompany Cartesian assumptions 

have been used to "sharply separate the universal from the particular, culture 

from nature, mind from body, and reason from emotion" (3). By 

constructing subjectivity through an emphasis on thought, and then 

constructing thought as though it functions separately from embodiment, an 
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onto-valuational system takes shape in which the embodiment of the 

observer/theorist, and therefore that person's place in the world, is elided for 

the fiction of certainty produced through the power offered by constructing 

and inhabiting a God's-eye view. Under the guise of Absolute Knowledge, 

these dichotomies are used to make truth claims that oppress.23 This sharp 

separation between what become marked as positive and negative elements, 

through an overlay of analogous dichotomies, leaves one element inevitably 

serving as ground for the other. 

Dichotomies can be useful heuristic devices, but in the construction of 

metaphysical difference they become devices for power and oppression. 

There can be no definition except in relation and the most simple, and it 

seems most powerful, relations function as opposites. Opposites function in 

an A, not-A relation, whereby A is defined by its not being not-A and not-A 

is defined by not being A. In other words, definition is found in the 

negative, in what something is not. In this mostly mathematical model both 

elements are clearly necessary for any definition, but when human values 

become involved, this becomes a model for denial and oppression wherein 

the positive element has priority and its use of the negative element for its 

own definition is elided. Any attempt to value "not-A" remains within this 

structure. Any attempt to move out of the structure, by virtue of the system 

of thought's absolute structure, has an uncanny way of being re-naturalized 

to it. Nevertheless, as many theorists have pointed out, dichotomies are not 

the only models available for understanding our world. Other structures tend 

23 Monique Wittig offers an excellent reading of how Aristotle's "displacement" of Pythagorus' 
"precious conceptual tools resting on division (variations, comparisons, and differences) ... turned [these 
tools] into a means of creating metaphysical and moral differentiation in Being." See "Homo Sum," SO. 
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to be more complex, for example, an A/B/C/etc. structure which finds 

meaning in relation rather than in negation, but as Nancy Jay points out in 

"Gender and Dichotomy," more complex relations are reduced in 

phallocentric discourse, a discourse based on the power of one over the 

othered, to the simpler form of dichotomy (55). 

While there are a great many dichotomies that are naturalized through 

the Cartesian paradigm, the two of greatest interest to me at this point are 

mind/body and male/female and their intersections in the construction of 

hegemonic subjectivity. The question seems to be how a social structure as 

deeply entrenched and widely shared as language, that insists on a 

dichotomous construction of gender to mark subjectivity, might begin to be 

altered from its entrenchment in the A/not-A structure to a more complexly 

relational structure. In other words, how might I claim an "I" that need not 

be dichotomously gendered. A construction of SUbjectivity that favors 

thought encourages a disembodied sense of self. And, as women are socially 

constructed as more embodied than men, especially as mothers, for those 

marked with the feminine access to this type of subjectivity becomes, self

devisive. If we look to that other great theory of western subjectivity, 

psychoanalysis, women fare no better. If Cartesian thought has a tendency 

to feign gender neutrality through erasure, psychoanalysis, despite its 

critique of Cartesian paradigms and its focus on sexuality, still leaves 

subjectivity disembodied. 
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Desidero Ergo Sum 

Freud called into question the possibility of Cartesian sUbjectivity and 

knowledge by developing a subjectivity defined by desire. If Descartes' 

formulations speak to a desire for certainty in an uncertain world, Sigmund 

Freud's formulations begin to address what powers that desire. According to 

Freud, knowledge of oneself is not possible in any Cartesian sense because 

the self is fundamentally split into the conscious and unconscious. On this 

model, the conscious mind is denied immediate access to the workings of the 

desire that define the self. 

While Freud began his work as a doctor, concerned with the physical 

health of his patients, his interest in mental illness became the focus of his 

work. The splits in the self that he articulated from his analysis of both 

himself, his students, and his patients, have been developed into increasingly 

disembodied theories of sUbjectivity. In a manner that parallels the 

disembodiment of Descartes' philosophy, Jacques Lacan performs an 

influential interpretation of Freud that further disembodies both the theory 

and its subject. Through a linguistic lens, Lacan claims that "the subject" 

exists only in language. Furthermore, laying bare the power dynamics 

involved in both language and the development of the psyche, because all 

"speakers" are subject(ed) to a patriarchal symbolic order in which the 

phallus is the master signifier, "the speaking subject's" entry into language 

requires each subject to line up under the heading of one gender or the other, 

that of "having the phallus" or "being the phallus." As Elizabeth Grosz 

explains: 
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The phallus is both the signifier of differences between the 

sexes and the signifier that effaces lack and thus difference. It is the 

term with respect to which the two sexes are defined as different, and 

the term which functions to bring them together, the term of their 

union. . .. For both sexes, though in quite different ways, the phallus 

serves as means to access to the 'domain of the Other'. The Other is 

understood here in two senses: as a socio-symbolic network regulated 

according to language-like rules; and as a psychical structure, 

representative of this social Other, internalized in the form of the 

unconscious. (Lacan 117) 

Those who line up under woman are, by virtue of this phallic economy, 

intrinsically symbolically Other. Sexual relations do not consist of "a 

relation between two subjects, but rather betweenfive beings - the Other, the 

subject [construed as the male], the other [construed as the female], the 

phantasm of the other desired by the subject, and the phantasm of the subject 

desired by the other," in which woman functions as objet a (Imaginary 

desire) for those who line up under the position of man (140). Those in the 

position of woman are unable to speak their desire because desire requires an 

Other and "it n 'y a pas d'Autre de I'Autre" (Lacan "Une lettre" 75). Though 

Lacan regularly insists that linguistics and biology are not equivalent, Jane 

Gallop takes issue with this Lacanian phantasy. She turns Lacan on himself 

to note that by definition within his system, there can be no "master 

signifier." "In a Lacanian view of language a signifier always signifies 

another signifier: no word is free from metaphoricity" (Thinking 131-32). 

And as Gallop points out, the phallus is no exception. Moreover, as Grosz 
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explains, "The processes by which the phallus, a signifier, becomes 

associated with the penis, an organ, involves the procedures by which 

women are systematically excluded from positive self-definition and 

potential autonomy" (Lacan 140). 

Kaja Silverman, in her Subject of Semiotics, explains some problems 

with Lacan' s logic. Noting that Lacan "has extended and enriched the 

Freudian model, further consolidating the theoretical interconnections 

between subject, signifier, and the cultural order," she delineates some of the 

major assumptions that underpin the substance of his "notoriously remote" 

prose and "deliberately a-systematic" presentations (150). 

One of these assumptions is that the human subject derives from an 

original whole which was divided in half, and that its existence is 

dominated by the desire to recover its missing complement. Another . 

. . is that the division suffered by the subject was sexual in nature--that 

when it was "sliced" in half, it lost the sexual androgyny it once had 

and was reduced to the biological dimension either of a man or a 

woman .... Finally Lacan ... [believes] that the only resolution to 

the loss suffered by the consequence of sexual division is heterosexual 

union and procreation. (152) 

These hetero-masculinist assumptions produce a theory built upon a series of 

"losses," or "lacks," each unrealized until after the fact. The first loss occurs 

at "the moment of sexual differentiation within the womb" and therefore 

outside of signification. It is the only "real" lack that "anticipates further 

divisions experienced by the subject within signification" (152). The second 
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loss "is the result of cultural intervention" and creates divisions in the 

Freudian "oceanic self' (Lacan's "l'hommelette") as the "child's body 

undergoes a process of differentiation, whereby erotogenic zones are 

inscribed and libido is canalized" into "specific somatic areas ... designated 

as the appropriate sites of pleasure" by the mother's (caretaker's) 

"inscription ... through the care she lavishes upon them" (155). Throughout 

this "cultural" territorialization of the body "the subject loses unmediated 

contact with its own libidinal flows, and succombs to the domination of its 

culture's genital economy" (156). All later "losses" are constructed upon 

these two, most notably the development of the "objet a," the 

"meconnaissance" of the mirror stage, and the Oedipal move into the 

symbolic. 

The repeated subjective alienations that Lacan delineates as essential 

to subject formation each take the subject one step further from the any 

ability to "know" his body. Lacan insists on the complete division of the 

subject from any "knowledge" of his body from the moment he moves into 

language. Woman's alienation and subjectivity are both more complex and 

not as complete because the "very specific pound of flesh which the male 

subject exchanges for his symbolic legacy [is] one which the female body 

conspicuously lacks" (186). Put another way, she "lacks lack" and, 

therefore, in the patriarchal (hetero-reproductive) family romance that is 

Lacan's metier, she occupies the place of the phallus in the masculine 

subject's phantasy of his own need for something beyond himself that 

"knows." It is on this basis that Lacan makes his infamous claim that "la 

femme n" existe pas" ("Seminaire" 109). Because of her incomplete 
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separation from her own body, her enculturated proximity to embodiment, 

she becomes the receptacle for the "pound of flesh" the male subject 

supposedly sacrifices. More accurately, he leaves his body in her care in as 

much as it hinders him from maintaining the phallacy of his own supremacy, 

which he builds on the naturalization of the socialized belief in the fiction of 

her greater proximity to embodiment. 

Struggling within metaphysical, ontological, epistemological, logical, 

and linguistic structures of thought, feminists find themselves repeatedly 

caught in a dichotomy "of their own making,"24 that of essentialism versus 

anti-essentialism. Elizabeth Grosz explains the problem with claims like 

Toril Moi's, that "to define 'woman' is necessarily to essentialize her" 

(Politics 139). 

[I]f women cannot be characterized in any general way, if all there is 

to femininity is socially produced, then how can feminism be taken 

seriously? What justifies the assumption that women are oppressed as 

a sex? If we are not justified in taking women as a category, then 

what political grounding does feminism have? ("Note" 334) 

In part, our sensitivity to essentialization has a great deal to do with the fact 

that 1) those marked with the feminine remain oppressed; 2) because of this 

continued oppression, if one woman speaks, she is read as speaking for all 

24 I say this with some sense of irony. In the interest of political expediency, especially where the 
focus has been on equality, feminists have often taken the hard line of denying differences. On the level of 
basic human rights this stance has great value. When it comes to problems of child care, maternity, rape or 
wife-beating that are culturally gender based, ignoring the differences, whether we consider them socially 
constructed or natural, becomes counterproductive if not dangerous. As will become more obvious, 
feminists have taken on, as their own, a problem that seems to me to have more to do with the problem of 
the disembodiment of masculinist SUbjectivity. 
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women; and 3) the oppressed tend to read through the eyes of the hegemonic 

culture. So any woman's language is (almost) automatically essentialized 

within the larger culture.25 Because of the momentousness of the speech of 

any oppressed person, the oppressed themselves tend to perceive an act of 

speech as a defining moment, rather than as one description among many. 

To better understand the problem of my body meaning in the mode of 

production of man, it might be helpful to ask, how might one essentialize 

Man? How is it that women find their voices and bodies used as 

essentializing definition? While "Man" seems as though it might have the 

same potentially essentializing effect as "Woman," within modern history it 

opens outward to phagocytically incorporate all humans to its regime, 

thereby erasing differences. In defining contrast, "Woman" must embody. 

the particular. Those who claim the masculine are often willing to resort to 

violence in order to maintain the freedom to describe themselves, rather than 

be "the defined." This negative definition ensures such subjects a world of 

freedom from essential definition. It allows the freedom to describe. In 

contrast, the oppressed, marked as the already defined, must fight for the 

freedom to describe themselves without having to bear the socially imposed 

and essentializing weight of definition. The tide of postmodern 

deconstruction of subjectivity just at the moment that oppressed voices have 

begun to claim subjectivity (and the freedom to describe new subjectivities) 

makes sense as a passive/aggressive power play in face of perceived loss.26 

25 If not essentialized, the work and words of women are at least deValued. Repeated studies show that 
gender makes a difference in the assessment of quality, even when the material being assessed is the same. 
See Paludi and Strayer, Pfeffer and Blake. 

26 Some theorists who have written in this vein include: bell hooks, Yearnings; Homi Bhabha, 'The 
Other Question;" and Nancy Hartsock, "Foucault on Power: A Theory for Women?" 
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The result in the production of theory, especially masculinist, seems to be an 

hysterically profound somatophobia. 
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Sentio Ergo Sum 

In an attempt to move away from the somatophobia characteristic of 

much Western theory, I want to ironically propose a purposely provisional 

construction of subjectivity defined by sentience. 27 I want to see what 

happens to ways of perceiving our being in the world if we claim sentio ergo 

sum as the defining moment of subjectivity. Whose purposes will a 

reconnection of thinking with embodiment serve? By playfully dislodging 

Cartesian and Freudian constructions from their powerful positionings, 

especially as they construct gender, I hope to counter the fear of embodiment 

as the site of essentializing that has hamstrung feminist attempts to 

effectively theorize gender oppression. In the process, I will insist on the 

embodiment of every subject. To this end I will consider the works of three 

theorists who more directly address the fact of human embodiment in the 

construction of subjectivity and meaning. 

Drew Leder's The Absent Body offers a phenomenological reading of 

the Cartesian "account of the immateriality of the mind" and "portrayal of 

the body as the negative or oppositional moment within the self' that not 

only speaks to what is missing in the current critiques of Cartesian thought, 

but perhaps offers the connections between body and mind that Descartes 

himself went through such pains to develop (4). Deconstructionists 

generally decry foundational dualisms, such as the separation of body and 

mind, as having no universal truth, focusing on how these dualisms serve the 

27 I no more believe in sentience as an absolute definition of my existence than I do thought or desire. 
My interest lies in showing how any such construction, unless understood as provisional, can become a tool 
for oppression. I hope to use this construction to show the power dynamics inherent in making absolute 
claims about SUbjectivity. 
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political needs of those in power. But theoretical attempts to move beyond 

dualistic frameworks seem to falter in fear of making essentialist claims. 

The fear itself speaks to the cultural power of the mind/body split, as does 

the resultant tendency to emphasize surface and representation, thus 

repeating the Cartesian erasure of embodiment. The maintenance of this 

split leads to theories that tend to despair of general shared knowledge or 

personal agency.28 In contrast to these critiques, Leder pursues "a 

phenomenological account of why Cartesian-style dualism would be so 

persuasive" because "[o]nly in such a way can we break its conceptual 

hegemony, while simultaneously reclaiming its experiential truths" (3). 

Leder counters the assumption that the dualist paradigm of Cartesian 

thought separating mind from body "is shaped by ontological commitments 

at the expense of attending to lived experience." Instead, he explains how 

experiences of embodiment lead to such a division. To summarize, we 

experience our bodies as absent, or disappearing, in the process of sensory 

intake (one cannot see the eye seeing, hear the ear hearing, etc.). Drawing 

heavily on the work of both Merleau-Ponty and Husserl, Leder claims, 

"precisely at the center point from which the perceptual field radiates, the 

perceptual organ remains an absence or nullity in the midst of the perceived" 

(13). Leder calls this the disappearance at the surface of the ecstatic body. 

The body also disappears in its depth, or the recessive quality of "organismic 

functions that proceed largely beneath the reach of direct perception and 

control" (105). These bodily experiences encourage a sense of the body as 

28 I refer here of tendencies, not of absolute directions. For various critiques of these tendencies see 
the essays in Nicholson's FeminismlPostmodernism. 
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"immaterial," and of the mind as disembodied. Moreover, our experiences 

of the body "dys-appearing" (the tendency to experience embodiment, as 

such, mostly in times of pain or bodily dysfunction) play a "crucial role in 

encouraging and supporting Cartesian dualism" in that they "seem to support 

the doctrine of an immaterial mind trapped inside an alien body" (3). 

Speaking of the ramifications of Cartesian paradigms, he writes: 

Modes of corporeal disappearance, such as the hiddenness of the 

brain, the transparency of the sign, may suggest a model of 

disembodied rationality. However, once this model is accepted, usage 

and experience are further transformed in a "disembodied" direction. 

Not only are countervailing examples of embodied intelligence 

ignored, but they are systematically underdeveloped. The dominance 

of one corporeal vector can thus involve the repression of others. 

(152) 

Within Western culture "we are encouraged to abandon sensorimotor 

awareness for abstracted mathematical or linguistic forms." Such a 

perceptual system "intensifies the day-to-day experience of mind as 

disembodied, confirming the initial cultural premise." Moreover, "If 

positive [body] practices are shunned, such dysfunctional episodes [as pain, 

fatigue, disease, and death] can become the primary mode of body 

awareness, serving to define corporeality as a whole," such that embodiment 

becomes "solidified into a negative discourse." The perception of reason as 

disembodied functions as a ''feedback loop'· in which "a dualist metaphysics, 
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first suggested by aspects of body experience, in turn feeds back to alter that 

experience, shifting it further in dualist directions" (152-53). 

The socio-political ramifications of dualistic thought grow apparent in 

the ontological valuations developed from this feedback loop. As Leder 

explains the problem: 

[T]he hierarchical structure of onto-valuational dualism is used to 

validate modes of oppression. Certain individuals or groups are 

associated with the body. This includes women, laborers, "primitive" 

cultures, animals, and nature in general. They are thus defined as 

Other to the essential self, just as the body is Other. Moreover, 

insofar as the body is seen as mindless and in need of control, so too 

its representatives. Subjugation becomes a necessity and a natural 

prerogative. (154-55) 

Exposing "the bodily roots" of Cartesian thought in phenomenological 

experience of the body as absent, Leder deconstructs the ontological 

separation of mind from body without leading to more of the same 

disembodied knowledge and subjectivity found in the highly linguistic 

models of postmodern theory. Though Leder shares conclusions with 

postmodern thinkers about the problems of dualistic thought, Leder's 

insistent implication that we must consider our own complicity in the 

structures we critique leads him away from the hyper-linguistic models that 

exacerbate the mind/body dualism to the point of meaninglessness. Instead, 

theoretical somatophobia, whether it expresses itself in Cartesian or 

postmodern frameworks, proves to have a bodily base. 
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If, as Leder shows, theories based on "pure reason" are, in fact, based 

on a foundation of bodily experience. then "pure reason," understood as 

reason free from embodied positioning, becomes impossible and the God's

Eye view extolled by Cartesian thought is replaced with a phenomenological 

measure of shared experience. While Leder pursues this notion into a more 

metaphysical realm, I would like to consider the socio-political importance 

of meaning and knowledge that is based in shared experience. To this end, I 

want to consider the work of two more theorists of embodiment's relation to 

the construction of meaning and knowledge. 

Mark Johnson's linguistic study, The Body in the Mind, also counters 

the hegemonic somatophobia of Western ontologies and epistemologies 

through his development of the role of embodiment in the production of 

meaning. Like Leder, Johnson locates the problems of Objectivist thought 

in the ontological split between mind and body. Based on this "gap," the 

classical Objectivist focus on logic, propositional structures, and semantic 

elements, as separated from the context of embodied speech, virtually 

ignores problems of understanding, imagination, and metaphor. Johnson 

claims that, in doing so, Objectivist theories fail to adequately describe the 

capacity to reason and he challenges this hegemonic philosophical 

"devaluation of imagination" with his own theory of "embodied 

imagination." In fact, he claims that the very aspects that the Objectivist 

accounts of meaning leave out are essential to all understanding. Johnson 

insists: that Objectivist truth-claim arguments are too limiting to fully 

address meaning or the role of imagination; that any theory of meaning must 
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include understanding; and that understanding is intimately connected to 

embodiment (18). 

Johnson begins by critiquing the idea-logical approach of Objectivist 

theories that implicitly ask through an emphasis on truth claims how we 

should find meaning rather than asking how we do find meaning. By asking 

the latter question, he develops the workings of "non-propositional" meaning 

in the production of understanding and outlines the basic elements necessary 

to understanding. Beginning with very simple, examples like the "in-out 

orientation" born of our daily physical experiences of embodiment in 

relation to the world, Johnson shows how this "non-propositional schemata" 

extends into a more generalized understanding of "containment" that is 

essential to our understanding of formal reasoning. Without this 

metaphorical understanding born of embodied experience, it would be 

impossible to comprehend basic logical concepts. Only with an implicit 

assumption of "metaphorical containers" is classical logic able to claim the 

principle of dichotomies, "Either P or not-P," or the "Law of the Excluded 

Middle" (which claims that something either fits a category/container or it 

does not) upon which its fundamental dualisms depend. Johnson goes on to 

show how metaphor extends from our physical experiences to develop 

"gestalt structures." For example, from our physical experiences with force 

we develop "common force structures that operate constantly in our 

experience." These include our understanding of compUlsion, blockage, 

counterforce, diversion, removal of restraint, enablement, and attraction that 

inform our sense of things as complex as a line of argument. From these 
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embodied gestalts we develop metaphorical projections that form the basis 

for the Objectivist dream of "abstract (purely logical) rationality" (45-48). 

Just as Leder exposes the "bodily basis" of Cartesian dualism, 

Johnson shows how those who would shun "nonuniversal empirical 

elements," because dependence on these elements "would destroy the 

possibility of a universal structure of rationality that transcends the different 

historical contexts in which [logic] manifests itself," actually depend upon 

the very elements they shun (38). "The metaphors, or analogies, are not 

merely convenient economies for expressing our knowledge; rather, they are 

our knowledge and understanding of the particular phenomena in question" 

(112). In response to Objectivist claims that the conflation of reason and 

imagination would lead to relativist chaos, Johnson explains that it is the fact 

that we share an embodied reality that makes it possible for us to share 

understanding or knowledge at all. Moreover, he claims: "[O]ur ability to 

make correct predictions is not a proof that we have found the unique, 

God's-Eye account of reality; it only assures us that we are in touch with 

reality from one possible perspective .... This 'being in touch with reality' 

is all the realism we need" (203). 

Unlike Leder, Johnson remains functionally blind to the power to be 

had by claiming a "God's-Eye" view that denies the value of embodiment, 

or to the attendant gender dynamics. Johnson is concerned with the 

"devaluation of imagination," but he confines his development of 

imagination to an academic safety ZOile.29 Imagination is wonderful: it is 

29 One might perform an interesting critique of Johnson's use of examples alone, especially as they 
stand without critique from him. Most startling is his lack of comment on his use of a narrative 
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also dangerous--for the slave to imagine freedom; for the powerless to 

imagine power; for the human to imagine freedom from bodily constraints. 

The violence of imagination exists in its denials, its forgettings, and in its 

dependence upon partial knowledge that pretends to be full or Absolute. In 

white Western culture some of the most violent denials happen at the level 

of the disembodiment of white masculine subjectivity through the enforced 

embodiment of "others." 

Elaine Scarry reaches beyond all comfort zones to discuss the most 

extreme versions of w hat Leder might refer to as the forced "dys

appearance" of the body in the creation of fictions of power--torture and 

war. In The Body in Pain: The Making and Unmaking of the World Scarry 

reads the documents of Amnesty International on the experience of torture 

victims throughout the world. She finds a pattern in the details of the stories 

they tell of the process of "unmaking" the victim's world through the 

purposeful and sytematic deconstruction of the creative process of its 

"making." Both of these processes share a desire for disembodiment, but in 

the process of "making" this desire is expressed through extensions of 

embodiment that increasingly separate us from discomfort. We build 

houses, make clothes, and fashion tools in increasingly disembodied styles. 

She reads ail of these activities as greater signs of our independence from 

aversive sentience, or the difficulties of embodiment. In its most benign 

form "making" gives the maker more comfort, pleasure, time, and 

satisfaction (or whatever the impulse for "making" was) than the process of 

rationalizing rape to show how what might be considered illogical reasoning is understandable because of 
non-propositional meaning. 
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"making" entails, eventually leading to enough freedom from aversive 

sentience to allow the maker to make for the sole pleasure of making. As 

Scarry develops it, the thing made, or the "artifact," functions as a lever, 

increasing the power of the creation for greater reciprocation. "The human 

act of projection assumes the artifact's consequent act of reciprocation." 

There is always excess reciprocation in this positive form of "making" (307). 

In the act of "making" the world, as Scarry describes it, first we 

project how we might be freed from aversive sentience. She calls this use of 

imagination "making-up." Then we go about the process of creation of the 

artifact, or what she calls "making-real." Once the artifact is "made-real," 

reciprocation, or the return of the artifact's usefulness to the maker takes 

place. Often this happens in a form of disembodiment that decreases the 

aversiveness of sentience to the maker. 

Every act of civilization is an act of transcending the body in a way 

consonant with the body's needs: in building a wall ... [one] projects 

oneself out beyond the body's boundaries but in a way that expresses 

and fulfills the body's need for stable temperatures .... [T]he 

telephone or the airplane is a more emphatic instance of overcoming 

the limitation of the human body than is the cart. (58) 

In this positive form the cycle of projection and reciprocation continuously 

feed each other to the greater comfort of the creator. The focus here is not 

on subjectivity in or to language, but on sentience and agency and the ability 

to "make-real. " 
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In one of the most negative forms of "making," torture, the cycle of 

projection and reciprocation is broken. The artifact is pain and does not 

reflect back on the user of the tool-tumed-weapon. Instead, the vulnerability 

of sentience is projected onto another sentient being whose systematically 

produced pain is objectified into a sign of the torturer's power. 

Torture is the condensation of the act of "overcoming" the body 

present in benign forms of power. Although the torturer dominates 

the prisoner both in physical acts and verbal acts, ultimate domination 

requires that the prisoner's ground become increasingly physical and 

the torturer's increasingly verbal, that the prisoner become a colossal 

body with no voice and the torturer a colossal voice (a voice 

composed of two voices) with no body, that eventually the prisoner 

experience himself exclusively in terms of sentience and the torturer 

exclusively in terms of self-extension. (58) 

The victim's "world" and "making" are destroyed for the sake of 

maintaining a fiction of power and invulnerability to sentience for those 

inflicting the pain. Maintaining the fiction of power where only the power 

of inflicting pain, rather than the power of concensus, resides, requires 

extensive infliction of pain. The "obssessive, self-conscious display of 

agency" is necessary "precisely because the reality of that power is so highly 

contestable, the regime so unstable" (27). 

In the case of war a more mutual desire to inflict injury theoretically 

exists, but the point remains the obliteration of the "making" of another 

group of people through the progressive objectification of personal injury 
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into signs of victory, for the maintenance of a fiction of power. In war, the 

power is made real as the "making," in the form of rebuilding, that takes 

hold after the "unmaking" takes place. 

In light of the subject-making, subject-destroying process evident in 

the dynamics of torture and war, the effective denial of subjectivity, and of 

the right to speak in community, to those who do not, or cannot, identify 

with a hegemonic white hetero-masculinist subjectivity takes on clearer 

dimensions. The socio-political dynamics of white Western culture involved 

in the oppression of those marked with the feminine function somewhere 

between the dynamics of torture and the dynamics of war. The dynamics 

more closely approximate those of torture insofar as anyone marked with the 

feminine perceives that oppression on a personal level of identification, the 

level of self-making, or experiences the effects of condoned acts of 

oppression in relationship to specific people. The dynamics more closely 

resemble those at work in war inasmuch as she perceives herself as part of 

an oppressed group, or as the hegemonic group perceives women as a threat. 

For example, a battered or raped woman directly experiences the effects of 

tacitly condoned torture30 and finds herself, at least within the event of the 

rape or the battering, denied agency, and denied a voice. Insofar as the rape 

or the battering are social institutions, the threat of these actions silences 

most women. While there are areas in which women, ethnic minorities, 

gays, and lesbians seem to have gained an increasing space in which to 

speak with safety, the fact that the social institution of white masculinist 

30 Obviously these acts are technically against the law. Just as obviously these laws are only 
minimally enforced. Arguments by judges, lawyers, and the coverage by the media suggesting that the 
person raped "asked for it" show the extent to which violence and torture of women are condoned. See the 
works of Andrea Dworkin and Kathryn Mackinnon for biting criticism of institutionalized misogyny. 
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supremacy is alive and well, if feeling threatened, is obvious in incidents like 

the acquittal of the Los Angeles police officers who beat Rodney King, or 

the murder of 13 female students by a raving misogynist in Canada who 

killed them for being "feminists." His act of murder might more accurately 

be considered an act of war against the right of the students to "make" their 

worlds, a right that the fiction of male supremacy, for its own maintenance, 

works to obliterate. 

The importance of the right to infinite self-extension that defines the 

disembodiment of Western male sUbjectivity parallels the situation as Scarry 

outlines it in the relationship between the immaterial God of Hebraic 

scriptures and His embodied people: 

[T]o have no body is to have no limits on one's extention out into the 

world; conversely, to have a body, a body made emphatic by being 

continually altered through various forms of creation, instruction (e.g., 

bodily cleansing), and wounding, is to have one's sphere of extension 

contracted down to the small circle of one's immediate physical 

presence. Consequently, to be intensely embodied is the equivalent of 

being unrepresented and (here as in many secular contexts) is almost 

always the condition of those without power. (207) 

Not surprisingly, we find a parallel between the intense social embodiment 

of women through every avenue of popular culture lending meaning and 

power to the construction of masculinized SUbjectivity and its insistent 

claims to power. This fiction of power is made real through individual and 

often arbitrary acts of torture and war. These acts are all the more difficult 
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to theorize because they often happen in the intimate spaces of relationships 

with people we love. 

What becomes clear from Leder's, Johnson's, and Scarry's works 

together is that the body serves as ground for meaning at the same time that 

the imagination works to free us of the disadvantages of being embodied. 

Imagination functions as an intermediary between embodiment and the 

creation of disembodying artifacts. It finds its material in embodiment, 

while working toward the creation of a "disembodied" world. Scarry makes 

clear the power dynamics involved in the use of the body in the creation of 

meaning. 

While Elaine Scarry's study covers immense ground including studies 

on pain, theories on war, constructions of the human relationship with God 

in the Old and New Testament, and Marx's use of embodiment to bring 

historical specificity to dialectics, among others, she does not pursue a 

reading of gender issues. This attempt to outline how her work helps to 

illuminate gender issues is only that, a partial outline. Perhaps the biggest 

difference between Scarry's work and that of the others that I have 

considered is that, more than any of them, Scarry begins with a hope for 

justice. She notes: "It has been part of the work of this book to suggest that 

achieving an understanding of political justice may require that we first 

arrive at an understanding of making and unmaking." In light of this she 

claims, "Our susceptibility to the prevailing description [of any given 

'reality'] must in part be attributed to the instability of perception itself: the 

dissolution of one's own powers of description contributes to the 
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seductiveness of any exiting description." This instability "results from the 

absence of appropriate interpretive categories" (279). In this work I hope to 

offer some of the "needed-but-missing interpretive categories" that might 

free us from the seduction of "prevailing descriptions" of hegemonic 

subjectivity. By doing so, I hope to answer not only the blood on the 

tampon, but the blood of racial, heterosexist, and sexist violence, by working 

to carve a socio-Iinguistic space in which all humans might safely body 

forth. 



EMBODIMENT IN THEORY 

Children and Mothers 

Le mattre dans son plaisir s'est asservi a son pouvoir. 

(Luce Irigaray Speculum 289) 

The role of embodiment in cultural developments of being, 

knowledge, and power cannot be addressed without assessing the node at 

which all four elements most powerfully meet--the relationship between 

children and mothers. In fact, the mother/child relationships possibile are 

as various as the people who live in them, but the cultural constructions 

that institute the "ideal" relationship through repetition must be addressed 

along with the cultural narratives that offer descriptive "examples" that 

both challenge and uphold the ideal. Who creates these cultural images? 

Whose purposes do they serve? How might cultural imagery be altered? 

This chapter sketches some provisional answers to these questions. 

I doubt that any feminist theorist has studied the node of 

mother/child relations and the connection of this relationship to social 

institutions more furiously than Luce Irigaray. Working out of Lacanian 

psychoanalysis, she insists on radical connections between psychic and 

social economies through word play that favors the tactile and the fluid. In 

the process she crosses and challenges ideological boundaries kept in place 
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by the workings of patriarchal phallic logic. Feminist theorists have only 

recently begun to adequately assess either the brilliance or the limitations 

of Irigaray's thinking, in part because her lingual play is both purposely 

and problematically slippery. Her comprehension of the cultural dynamics 

of phallic morphology as expressed in Western philosophy and 

psychoanalysis becomes compressed in her response: the counter 

development of what some have called vulvo- or gynomorphologies. 1 

Much of her work might be read ~s parodic responsorial to the incessant 

phallogocentrism of Western discourse. Parody not only requires an astute 

understanding of and facility with the material it parodies, but it 

instantiates the possibility of a world view beyond that which it parodies. 

As such, Irigaray's response does not repeat, but rather contains the 

language of men/fathers while venturing into the possibility of articulating 

a womanly/motherly tongue, "parler femmes." In effect, against what she 

describes as the "hom(m)osexualiti"2 of masculinist desire, the desire for 

the same, lrigaray supposes sexuality of woman based on difference, even 

within herself. While this sexuality of and between women potentially 

validates lesbian sensibilities, because of its placement within an essentially 

hetero-reproductive paradigm, it functionally maintains a heterosexist 

viewpoint. In spite of this, I believe that her interpretations of the 

symbolic positioning of mothers and children within a heterosexist 

I See, for exmaple, Elizabeth Grosz, Sexual Subversions:; Jane Gallop, Thinking; and Margaret 
Whitford, "Irigaray's Body Symbolic." 

2 Luce Irigaray refers to the economy of "hom(m)osexualitl' as on in which desire is for the same and 
women, as other, are used as items of exchange to create links between men. In the process she turns the 
whole idea of mother/son incest as the foundational taboo on its head to show how this taboo covers over 
the incest that would devalue the phallus--father/son incest. See both Speculum and Ce Sexe for her 
development of this economy. 
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economy prove quite useful in assessing the relationship of embodiment to 

the construction of sUbjectivity. Moreover, her morphological emphasis 

and her privileging of "touch" work against the grain of a symbolic order 

that devalues both embodiment and relationships. 

Unfortunately, in her parody of highly theoretical, if not esoteric, 

masculinist materials, Irigaray's writing sometimes loses her readers. 

Because of this, it might seems difficult to relate what she is saying to daily 

power relations. To remedy this, I believe that Elaine Scarry's analysis of 

the desire for disembodiment, or distance from aversive sentience, and the 

role this plays in the construction of power that I outlined in Chapter One 

proves helpful. Scarry's work, ignoring issues of gendered domination, 

assesses the value and need for physical and symbolic forms of 

disembodiment, as well as the potential dangers. In contrast, Irigaray 

provisionally privileges a radically altered sense of the corporeal as a move 

to challenge the symbolic disembodiment required by dichotomously 

gendered subjectivity. If psycho-linguistic and postmodem theories begin 

to articulate the power dynamics in cultural constructions already in place, 

Scarry's analysis helps to substantiate the process through which such 

dynamics come to power. In this manner, Scarry's analysis might be used 

to substantiate Luce Irigaray's critique of the gendered power dynamics of 

Western philosophy and psychoanalytic theory. By placing their analyses 

in concert, the parallels between the "unmaking" of the victim's world 

through torture and the "unmaking" constantly at work in the hetero

masculinist denial of female subjectivity become painfully obvious. 
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Western culture naturalizes the white bourgeois patriarchal family, 

with all the attendant heterosexual, masculinist, reproductive assumptions, 

through every popular avenue and institution. Through its reading of this 

family romance, psychoanalysis maps the imaginary that supports the 

symbolic framework of patriarchy. On this model, the (male) subject must 

"give" the phallus, a symbolically "detachable" mark of embodiment, to 

those marked with embodiment, the conflated mother/woman, in order to 

gain sUbjectivity. Put another way, the subject gains the power of 

disembodied subjectivity through a symbolic maneuver (castration) that 

allows him to own the phallus, but frees him from .being the phallus. 

Addressing the gendered power dynamics in relationship to embodiment at 

work within these paradigms, Irigaray makes clear the stakes in the 

construction of subjectivity: 

In the system of production that we know, including that of 

sexual production, men are distanced from their bodies. They have 

relied upon their sex, their language and their technology to go on 

and on building a world further and further removed from their 

relations to the corporeal. But they are corporeal. They therefore 

need to assure themselves that someone really is looking after the 

body for them. Their women or wives [femmes] are guardians of 

their corporeal unity. A man needs .... a wife-mother. A body

object which is there, which does not move, which he can go back to 

whenever he likes. ("Body" 48-49) 
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The masculinist subject requires the constant attention of a "body-object" to 

take responsibility for his embodiment in order to free himself for acts of 

greater disembodiment. But this need for a motherly "body-object" means 

that someone has to play that role. Moreover, whoever plays this role 

becomes doubly embodied, and the disembodied identity that this allows the 

subject creates a disconnection from the environment, limiting 

responsiveness to others, and encouraging violence. Such a subjectivity 

encourages a false sense of independence at the cost of a more accurate 

sense of interdependence. 

In this denial of being embodied for the power of owning 

embodiment, the phallus functions in a highly symbolic version of the 

production of the fiction of masculinist power that parallels the "making" 

of the fiction of power that Scarry sees at work in torture, wherein the 

torturer becomes all voice and the victim all body. The phallus can act as a 

"transcendental signifier" only in a symbolic system in which the penis is 

used in violence. As such, the penis as phallus parallels the tool-turned

weapon of torture that silences the speech of those from whose pain it 

renders the symbolic material for the making of the fiction of power. The 

psychoanalytic subject's (castration) anxiety stems, like the torturer's, from 

the constant reminders that he is, in fact, embodied, and therefore 

vulnerable, no matter how insistently he distances himself through 

symbolic constructions. 

If woman "lacks lack," what she really lacks is the symbolic power 

(due to her silencing through institutionalized threats of torture or 
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violation) or willingness (perhaps because of the horror of this experience, 

or because her identity has been constructed around embodiment) to 

disembody her own subjectivity at the expense of another. The cultural 

demand for female-as-the-embodied that depends upon a conflation of 

woman with mother and a naturalization of reproductive paradigms takes a 

variety of forms. Two that play themselves out rather loudly in 

masculinist theories and writings of this century are: a tendency to 

privilege the (male) child's point of view and a tendency to usurp the 

power consequently perceived in the position of mother. 
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Privileging the (male) child 

While the tide of contemporary cultural and literary theory has been 

about a renegotiation of Cartesian subjectivity, there is an undertow that 

functions less explicitly to trade on the power perceived in feminist 

debates. "Gynesis" is the name Alice Jardine offers to describe the attempts 

of French and "American" masculinist writers of postmodernism3 to usurp 

the power perceived to exist in the feminine position, or to "become 

woman." While their attempts to deconstruct the basic tenets of humanist 

thought might be read as one more repetition of the masculinist ritual of 

patricide, she asserts that the "[a]bstract spaces of alterity in contemporary 

thought gendered female (Freud-Lacan's 'unconscious,' Derrida's 

'ecriture,' Deleuze's 'machines,' Foucault's 'madness')" are "rooted in male 

paranoia." Related to this Jardine notes: "It would appear that the unique 

Female-Other-As-Mother--to the exclusion of women-subjects who are not 

mothers (for they are 'men')--is as tenacious in contemporary theory as 

ever" (1l5, 263). 

What grows increasingly obvious in Jardine's development of the 

ways in which gynesis works is that the authors in whose texts she maps a 

desire to "become woman" all speak from and privilege the position of the 

child as male protosubject. In their conflation of woman/mother their 

voices become those of children. If modernism, as Sandra Gilbert and 

Susan Gubar point out, can be read as a response to the wave of feminism 

3 Al1ce Jardine uses "modernity" where I use "postmodernism." See Gynesis, pages 22-24 for her 
explanation of her preference for this term. Current usage in the U.S. leans toward "postmodernist" which I 
will use here for the sake of consistency. 
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that inaugurated this century, then postmociernism, in its repetition of male 

mastery disguised as non-mastery, could be read as a rise of masculinist 

horror at the persistence of the female voice. And, as Jardine notes, Louis 

Wolfson's Le Schizo et les langues "as exemplary of [postmodernism' s] 

rejection of the Cartesian subject, the sign, and representation" lays bare 

the "mechanism of modern fiction" in its violent "cutting up of . . . the 

unbearable mother's tongue" (116-17). He tries once and for all to silence 

a mother/woman, who from a childish point of view seems all powerful, 

and yet who, in the reality of facing the world, or even the child, remains 

socially virtually powerless. 

In light of the tendencies of contemporary masculinist writers to 

privilege a male child's point of view and the way this parallels the 

"making" of the fiction of power through torture, I would like to 

reconsider the rape narrative I quoted in Chapter One. The law clerk's 

"logic" for rape similarly privileges a male child's point of view. In his 

narrative he presumes that the woman he addresses knows his desires and 

needs, and should wish to fulfill them--just as a mother is culturally 

expected to do with a child. On this mother/child model translated into 

sexual desire, he displaces responsibility for his physical body onto any 

mother/woman he so desires. In order to demonstrate the horrific 

dimensions of this man's assumptions, to which, in a violent hetero

masculinist culture, we have grown innured, I want to translate these 

assumptions to the position of mother. In this "transposition" the motherly 

voice speaks to the child: 
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Let's say you're crying and you look really needy, and you're 

giving off vibes like you want me. I think "I'II just pick you up and 

hold you close to me," but you don't really want me. It's just a tease 

to get attention. A lot of times you cry just to get my attention, but 

then you don't return my affections, so I feel degraded as a mother. 

I feel dehumanized because my desire to love you is rejected. 

Because if I go with my human emotions I'm going to put my arms 

around you and kiss you; but because I know you really don't want 

me, I just turn my emotions off. It's a feeling of humiliation, 

because you've forced me to turn off my feelings and react in a way 

that I don't really want to. If I were really desperate enough to hurt 

you, it would be from wanting you to want me, but it would also be 

a very spiteful thing, just being able to say, "I have power over you 

and I can do anything I want with you"; because really I feel that you 

have power over me just by your neediness. Just the fact that you 

can cry and just melt me makes me feel like a dummy, makes me 

want revenge. You have power over me so I want power over you. 

Infants often cry. This sound calls on the mother's enculturated need 

to be needed (comparable to the law clerk's belief that any woman he 

desires should respond in kind). In the ideal of motherly love the infant 

responds positively to her ministrations just as in this man's fantasy any 

woman who "turns him on" will want him. But in reality, infants 

sometimes push away--even the engorged breast--or scream all the louder. 

They can be unresponsive, or even negatively responsive. Given that the 

ideals of the mother/child relationship portray the child as responding 
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positively to the mother's "natural" desire to comfort, she might logically 

feel anger at the infant's rejection of her affections. She might even feel 

herself "turning off' or feel "degraded" in her motherhood. In such a 

case, she might (or she might not) refrain from reacting to the "natural" 

desire to stuff a pillow over the child's head or slide him off the wall for 

not responding to what might well be her expectations of a "natural" 

response: that he "should" respond to her comforting. The law clerk's 

assumption is that any woman will automatically know of, understand, and 

wish to fulfill his desire. More often than not, she is no more aware of his 

individual script than the infant is of the mother's, except insofar as the 

violence of rape is always looming. Yet the law clerk expects any woman 

he desires to know and "naturally" want to respond to his desire, just as his 

mother most probably did. In the rape narrative we see the violence in 

action of this privileging of a child's point of view. The masculinist 

construction of subjectivity trades on the affections of motherhood, 

translating responsibility for meeting all human needs and desires onto all 

of those marked with the feminine. Yet for the mother/woman to claim the 

position of subject of desire highlights the violence and violation of this 

disembodiment. 
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Usurping the position of mother 

Usurping the position of mother in Western culture is nothing new. 

Throughout history we find the likes of Augustine, Bernard of Clairaux, 

and Meister Eckart who claim the territory of the maternal. What I find 

interesting in light of cultural constructions of motherhood, and masculinist 

attempts to usurp the position, is the way in which the position is 

constructed as incredibly powerful in human development while at the 

same time human beings who are mothers, or who perform nuturing 

activities, are devalued if not denied subjectivity. Mothers are people, even 

in their motherhood. And yet, to acknowledge her embodiment in 

pregnancy of embodiment coming into being at the same time as her 

SUbjectivity seems too frightening, too threatening because the ways in 

which we construct ourselves as powerful depend upon disembodiment. 

Lacanian psychoanalytic theory offers a clear example of both the 

disempowerment of people who are women/mothers and his attempt to 

usurp the power ideally constructed in this position as mother/analyst. 

Jacques Lacan repeatedly valorized the position of woman, in 

contrast to the more completely split masculine subjectivity, as a place of 

potential symbolic rupture even as he insistantly denied the possibility of 

her speech. In fact, he felt he "knew" the value of Woman's position in 

relation to the unconscious, the imaginary, the place of non-knowledge, 

better than women. 
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II n'y a de femme qu'exclue par la nature des choses qui est la nature 

des mots, et il faut bien dire que s'il y a quelque chose dont elles

memes se plaignent assez pour l'instant, c'est bien de ~a--simplement, 

elles ne savent pas ce qu'elles disent, c'est toute la difference entre 

elles et moi. ("Dieu" 68) 

For Lacan, the position of women/mothers is valuable precisely because it 

is "excluded ... by the nature of words" and therefore has greater access 

to the unconscious. But, as Jacqueline Rose notes, Lacan's attempt, "to 

rejoin the place of 'non-knowledge' which he designated as the 

unconscious, by the constant slippage or escape of his speech, and thereby 

to undercut the very mastery which his own position as speaker (master 

and analyst) necessarily constructs" becomes trapped in the "paradox of his 

own utterance" because "one can carry out the same operation on the 

statement 'I do not know' as Lacan performed on the utterance 'I am 

lying. "'4 It seems that Lacan' s paradoxical position as master of the master 

discourse who understands the phallacy of his own position of mastery in 

the eyes of his patients and students curiously parallels, and thereby 

highlights the differences between, the position of powerless power in 

which psychoanalysis places mothers who comparably occupy in the child's 

eye the position of "subject presumed to know" while being denied the 

power of either subjectivity or knowledge. The difference between 

Lacan's desire to "rejoin the place of 'non-knowledge'" that he equates with 

women/mothers and the social positions of human beings who are mothers 

4 Following Rose's logic through in Feminine Sexuality she says: "for, if I do not know, then how 
come I know enough to know that I do not know and if I do know that I do not know, then it is not true 
that I do not know" 50. 
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is that Lacan's desire is not used as reason to denigrate the social position 

of all men, or psychoanalysts, or even all Lacanians. In all his alienation 

from polymorphous perversity, his desire and his body remain proper no 

matter what postion he takes. A mother/woman's body and desire do not 

have the power of this social sanction. 

Lacan's theory provides us with a psycho-linguistic map with which 

we might begin to plot an answer as to why masculinist theorists 

throughout time have felt such a powerful need to both usurp the power 

they perceive to be in the position of mother/woman while denigrating her 

as his perpetual Other. Caught in the accuracy of the cultural analysis of 

his own highly disembodied phallogocentric theory, Lacan was unable, or 

unwilling, to effectively step out the position of "subject presumed to 

know," which, to his credit, he knew to be a phallacy at the heart of the 

analyst/analysand relationship. he was unable or unwilling to truly let go 

of the power that his own phallic position offered in order to quit using the 

Symbolic mother/woman as the embodiment necessary for the 

substantiation of the freedom and power of his disembodied meaning. 
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Postmodernisms, Feminisms: and (Re)productive Anxieties 

Postmodernism, in spite of the misogynist leanings of some of its 

strongest proponents,5 in its radical questioning of subjectivity in any 

masculinist humanistic sense, opens possibilities for radical redefinitions in 

its wake. In as much as postmodernism offers a deconstructive reading of 

the power dynamics that have formed Western ontology and 

epistemology,6 its genealogies parallel and often further substantiate the 

findings feminist projects have articulated from different standpoints. One 

might even consider the basic steps of deconstruction: "1) the inversion of 

hierarchical binaries, such as the oppositions between the spiritual and 

material, reason and emotion, etc., and 2) the unpacking of what are held 

to be mutually exclusive elements in the dualism in order to show how they 

are imbricated within each other," as properly neutered versions of 

feminist forms of critique.7 While rendering the possibility of speaking of 

women as a political group very problematic, feminisms share with 

postmodernisms the project of deconstructing patriarchal subjectivity as 

well as the dichotomizing mark of gender it imposes. 

While the "coupling" of postmodern and feminist theories make 

many feminists nervous, others have no problem incorporating the "acid 

tools" of deconstruction to further their critiques of masculinist 

5 For further comment on this move see Alice Jardine, Gynesis Jane Gallup, "The Body Politic" in 
herThinking Through the Body; and Sandra M. Gilbert and Susan Gubar, "Tradition and the Female Talent." 

6 Examples include Friedrich Nietzsche, On the Genealogy oj Morals and Beyond Good and Evil ; 
Jacques Derrida. L'ecriture ella difference; Michel Foucault, L'hisloire de la sexualire; and Jean-Fran~is 
Lyotard, fA condition postmoderne. 

7 Lois McNay offers this summary in 'The Foucaldian Body and the Exclusion of Experience.". For a 
development of the neutering of feminist critiques see Craig Owens. 'The Discourse of Others." 
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hegemony.s In this vein, Elspeth Probyn's claim that "postmodernism 

revolves around the question of who speaks for whom" ("Body" 119), 

offers one angle from which to consider the usefulness of these theories, 

especially as they intersect with feminist critiques of the dichotomies as 

they are developed in Cartesian thought, and the insistent essentialization 

that currently structures hegemonic subjectivity, or the mode of production 

of man. 

Interestingly, feminist theorists functioning within the "postmodern 

turn" of contemporary thought have similarly tended towards increasingly 

theoretical, rather than praxis oriented, critiques. feminist postmodernists, 

in their attempts to escape the dangers that their socially essentialized 

relationship to embodiment poses, tend to privilege the daughterly voice in 

a manner that parallels the violent negation of the mother that we see in 

masculinist postmodern texts. While feminist theorists have carefully 

researched and detailed the ways in which women are connected to nature 

through biological essentialization,9 the fear of the powerlessness through a 

denial of subjectivity connected with the embodiment associated with the 

motherly position has lead many feminist theorists to follow the path of 

their masculinist counterparts and leave their bodies behind. The bloody 

question fundamental to every feminist project, often fades behind attempts 

to keep pace with academic imperatives to maintain theoretical superiority, 

leaving feminist theorists caught between their own blood and the "bread" 

8 For disagreement over the value of such a "coupling" see: Nancy Hartsock and Susan Bordo in 
PostmodernismlFeminism. In contrast, Donna Haraway insists on the feminist use of "the acid tools" of 
deconstruction in her "Manifesto for Cyborgs." 

9 See for example: Sherry B. Ortner, "Is Female to Male as Nature is to Culture?"; Simone de 
Beauvoir, Le deuxieme sexe; Dorothy Dinnerstein, The Mermaid and the Minotaur, to name only a few. 
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of survival. Given these tendencies I want to put motherly voices in 

dialogue with those that begin to move beyond privileging the child. 
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In Theory--Children and Mothers 

Given the cultural prominence of reproductive paradigms in the 

construction of subjectivity; the privileging of the male child as proto

sUbject; the masculinist desire to usurp the position of the mother; and the 

insistent conflation of all those marked with the feminine with motherhood, 

I want to consider the relationship of embodiment to constructions of 

childhood and motherhood in the writings of three postmodern cultural 

theorists. Roland Barthes, Luce Irigaray, and Julia Kristeva, each have 

attempted in various ways to break out of patriarchal constructions of their 

subjectivity through various uses of personal narrative. While I will 

consider their work in light of their own theoretical frameworks, I am 

more interested in the moments during which they each, as writers, 

embody their own subjectivity as a strategy for restructuring what they 

portray as restrictive constructions of sUbjectivity. In the process I hope to 

show how they potentially "denaturalize" patriarchally constructed 

childhood, motherhood, and the insistence on reproductive paradigms in 

the mode of production of "man." 

All three of these writers are cultural theorists who, in their desire 

to alter the terms of theory, work to alter the form by breaking generic 

boundaries. Through poetic language, fragmentation, and stylistic play 

they announce the desire to be read as writers as well as theorists. _ By 

doing so they imply that there are limits to theory, things not so easily 

expressed within its boundaries. They suggest through their play with 
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language that it is necessary to break the boundaries in order to understand 

the constraints, the power plays inherent in those boundaries. All three are 

struggling with relations of love: love is at stake in their 

narratives/theories. This, in part, might account for their felt need to lapse 

into the poetic. 
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Roland Barthes 

Roland Barthes was committed to intellectual adventure. An 

admitted aesthete, Barthes worked continually to escape "la sclerose des 

systemes." in the course of his life he addressed a wide range of topics in 

styles that varied from the nearly mathematical analysis of S/Z to the poetic 

aphorisms of his later works, Le Plaisir du texte and his study of 

photography, La Chambre Claire. In these later texts, Barthes takes what I 

believe to be some important steps toward: 1) perceiving his mother as a 

subject; 2) accepting the weight/meaning (pleasure and pain) of his own 

embodiment; and 3) moving beyond a privileging of a (male) child's point 

of view. Perhaps his ability to come to these terms with himself are due to 

his sensibilities as an aesthete. Perhaps, Barthes comes to these realizations 

because of his "perverse" insistence on speaking in "the grain"l0 of his own 

voice. Rather than confining himself to any generically empowering voice, 

like that of academe with its claims to knowledge presented in prose that 

works consistently to efface the author's personal presence in the name of 

objectivity, or the god of science, Barthes wrote consciously with all 

attendant personal prejudices. 

In Le Plaisir du texte, Barthes becomes noticibly more sensual and 

personal in his style. Writing itself becomes most explicitly the writer's 

subject. As both writer and reader there are moments in this text wherein 

he articulates the use of the female body as the mat(t)er that makes the 

10 This is a concept Barthes develops at the end of Plaisir du texte, that might be seen as the beginning 
of a re-engaging of his own embodiment of his subjectivity. 
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subject position available to the writer. This seems most obvious, perhaps, 

in claims like: "L'ecrivain est quelqu'un qui joue avec le corps de sa mere" 

( 60). Yet, because of his insistence on pushing himself to articulate that 

which had not been articulated, at other moments, especially when he 

addresses textual bliss, he begins to take responsibility for both his physical 

body and the body of his texts. 

Chaque fois que j'essaye d'«analyser» un texte qui m'a 

donne du plaisir, ce n'est pas rna «subjectivite» que je retrouve, ce 

mon «individu», la don nee qui fait mon corps separe des autres 

corps et lui approprie sa souffrance ou son plaisir : c'est mon corps 

de jouissance que je retrouve. Et ce corps de jouissance est aussi 

mon sujet historique ... (99) 

This move is important in that in attempting to articulate his bliss he 

encounters, as "given," his embodiment and, moreover, acknowledges both 

its limitations and the historical specificity of himself as an embodied 

being. Yet without such an embodied sensibility of his being in the world, 

he would be unable to appreciate, much less articulate an aesthetic of 

textual pleasure that would include "writing aloud" or "vocal writing" in 

which the "grain de la voix" allows for "exteriorisation corporelle du 

discours." He imagines an "mixte erotique de timbre et de langage" in 

which we might hear "le souffle, la rocaille, la pulpe des tevres, toute une 

presence du museau humain" so that "~a granule, ~a gresille, ~a caresse .. 

. " the listener to ''jouissance'' (104-105). 
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If the subject matter of Plaisir du texte pressed Barthes to 

acknowledge his embodiment, his attempt to articulate the grief he felt at 

the loss of his mother pressed him further. In La Chambre Claire, he 

resists the oversimplification of his own sensibilities that subjectivity 

demands. 

Je m'etais fixe au debut un principe: ne jamais reduire Ie sujet 

que j'etais, face a certaines photos, au socius desincarne, desaffecte, 

dont s'occupe la science. Ce principe m'obIigeait a «oubIier» 

deux institutions: la FamiIIe, la Mere. (115-16) 

Here Barthes equates the disembodiment of subjectivity with social 

constructions of Family and Mother. In these constructions he sees his own 

reduction to disembodiment as a serious impediment to the expression and 

understanding of his grief at the loss of the person who was his mother. 

Pursuing this sensibility a bit further, he notes: 

Au reste, combien me deplait ce parti scientifique, de traiter la 

famiIIe com me si eIIe etait uniquement un tissu de contraintes et de 

rites : ou bien on la code com me un groupe d'appartenance 

immediate, ou bien on en fait un nreud de conflits et de refoulements. 

On dirait que nos savants ne peuvent concevoir qu'iI ya des familIes 

«ou I'on s'aime». (116) 

Finding such constructions inaccurate in the face of his own experience, he 

insists: "Et pas plus que je ne veux reduire rna famille it. la Famille, pas plus 

je ne veux reduire ma mere a la Mere" (116). 
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Studying a photograph of his mother as a young girl, he claims to 

have found "une image juste, une image qui JUt a la lois justice et justesse" 

(109). In attempting to "find" his mother, her essence, that which made 

her her, not Mother, he discovers the touch, the inevitable embodiment, 

involved on both ends of photography, and the "making-real" involved. 

Barthes theorizes photography in the face of death as a "touching" through 

luminescence. "Car ce qui m'importe, ce n'est pas la «vie» de la photo 

(notion purement ideologique), mis la certitude que Ie corps photographii 

vient me toucher de ses propres rayons" (128). The visual becomes touch 

through the luminousness of photography, transposing the empire of the 

gaze into a "milieu charnel." Moreover, he describes this medium in terms 

that specifically recall our connection to the maternal. 

Une sorte de lien ombilical relie Ie corps de la chose photographiee a 
mon regard: la lumiere, quoique impalpable, est bien ici un milieu 

charnel, un peau que je partage avec celui ou celIe qui a ete 

photographie .... (126) 

In this analysis Barthes poses the differences between writing and 

photography, and in the process comes to a conclusion about both forms of 

"making" that parallel Scarry's claims about meaning. 

Aucun ecrit ne peut me la donner. C'est Ie malheur (mais 

aussi peut-etre la volupte) du langage, de ne pouvoir s'authentifier 

lui-meme. Le noome du langage est peut-etre cette impuissance, ou, 

pour parler positivement : Ie langage est, par nature, fictionneI ; 

pour essayer de rendre Ie langage infictionneI, iI faut un enorme 
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dispositif de mesures : on convoque la logique, ou, a defaut, Ie 

serment ; mais la Photographie, elle, est indifferente a tout relais. 

(134) 

Barthes, like Scarry, sees language as a fiction-making process that must 

call on extreme measures to prove itself. In search of pleasure he finds his 

body. In search of his mother, he re-embodies his subjectivity. In search 

of reconnection to his mother, through his grief, he finds the limits of 

language. In the process of renegotiating his subjectivity through 

embodiment he begins to move beyond his earlier privileging of the child's 

point of view 
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[Q]uand je parle du rapport a fa mere, je 

veux dire que, dans notre culture patriarcale, la 

fille ne peut absolument pas regler son rapport a 

sa mere. Ni la femme son rapport a la maternite, 

a moins de s'y reduire. 

(Irigaray Ce sexe 140) 

If in coming to his embodiment Roland Barthes writes as a son, Luce 

Irigaray, in negotiating the insistence of embodiment that essentializes those 

marked with the feminine, writes as a daughter. In contrast, the 

differences between a daughter's relationship to her mother and a son's 

seem painfully evident. Barthes had easy access to subjectivity such that he 

could think of his mother as a subject, perhaps more freely. Irigaray not 

only works out of a theoretical framework that would contain and control 

motherhood and femininity, and thereby deny her subjectivity, but, in her 

attempts to renegotiate a patriarchal symbolic order, she realizes that in 

order for her to be free she must free her mother. While for Barthes, it is 

the embodied relationship with his mother as a person for which he 

grieves, Irigaray grieves for a relationship with her mother that could not 

be. Because of a patriarchal symbolic order that would deny all women 

subjectivity, the free expression of all aspects of their affections, woman

to-woman, seems difficult at best as objects are theoretically unable to 

exchange between themselves. If masculinist versions of psychoanalysis 
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read a symbolic order that already exists, Irigaray works to create a 

counter symbolic. Her attempts to articulate this counter-symbolic are 

clearly marked by her experiences as a psychoanalyst. Her texts, especially 

those that attempt the poetic, have the quality of odd dreams to them. 

Rather than coming to embodiment, as Barthes does, Irigaray's relationship 

to herself and her mother is confined to embodiment. Her work consists of 

countering phallomorphic symbology to create a space in which she and 

her mother might speak. She speaks from the anguish of never having had 

rather than grief for something lost. She is neither the aesthete nor the 

writer that Barthes was. Nevertheless, as children's voices in mother/child 

relationship, in comparison they highlight the problems of gender in the 

construction of sUbjectivity. Barthes speaks from a space of having had, 

Irigaray from one of having been denied. 

Luce Irigaray's provocative vulvo-or gynomorphologies offer a 

dynamic challenge to the phallogocentrism of masculinist theories of 

sUbjectivity. The intense feminist debate around whether Irigaray's work 

re-essentializes woman or functions more radically to make way for 

feminist meaning centers around the various interpretations of 

"morphology." As the debate moves away from the heated extremes of 

categorical dismissal and passionate defense, we are beginning to see the 

value of her morphologies examined. 1I For myself, the problem with her 

II The list of those who have covered this territory is extensive. For brief history of this debate see 
Margaret Whitford's "Irigaray's Body Symbolic." Some readings that I have found both informative and 
useful include: Elizabeth Grosz's chapters on lrigaray in Sexual SuMersions; articles by Vicki Kirby, 
Elspeth Probyn, and Cathryn Vasseleu, in Hypatia, 6:3, Fall 1991; Diana Fuss, Essentially Speaking: 
Feminism; Naomi Schor, ''This Essentialism Which Is Not One;" and Jane Gallop's Thinking Through the 
Body. 
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morphologies lies more in the insistance on dichotomously gendered 

categories and the values inevitably associated with the gender dichotomy. 

But it is important to remember that Irigaray works with patients who 

identify themselves as dichotomously gendered and she therefore sees the 

expediency and value of articulating subjectivities for people who identify 

as "women." As such, she does not move beyond this dichotomizing. In 

spite of this, her morphologies, when read as human morphologies, remain 

useful. The value systems that we have function oppressively. Irigaray 

offers morphologies that are potentially less oppressive. 

According to Irigaray, the basic values and imagery of phallic 

morphology that inform Western culture and discourse present "a certain 

isomorphism with the masculine sex; the privilege of unity, form of the 

self, of the visible, of the specularizable, of the erection" ("Exile" 64). 

This system leaves no room for other-than-phallic identities or values. In 

response, Irigaray develops a counter morphology based on lips and 

mucous, or fluids, in order, as Elizabeth Grosz points out, "to disrupt the 

old game . . . to initiate new ones, 'jamming the theoretical machinery' in 

order to enable new 'tools', inventions and knowledges to be possible" 

(Subversions 139). Setting aside her insistence on gendering, a logos that 

supports subjectivity based on fluids rather than solids; based on lips rather 

than the phallus (or perhaps both rather than one or the other), might 

better find value in contiguity and relationship more than in an 

individualistic subjectivity for one at the expense of others. Such a 

symbolic system potentially values a wider scope human pleasure rather 

than limiting humans to identities based on reproduction. We all have lips. 
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We all have mucous. The imagery allows for sUbjectivities of a wider 

range that need not be gender-identified. 

Irigaray attempts to imagine through creative enactment the 

articulation of sUbjectivities based on fluids and lips in "Quand nos levres 

se parlent," the last chapter of Ce sexe qui n'en est pas un, and Et l'une ne 

bouge pas sans l' autre. For her, this articulation comes in the form of an 

attempt to imagine women moving beyond the position of objects to speak 

among themselves. By doing so they create another "economy" beyond the 

phallic that would make them its objects of exchange. In doing so, the lack 

of words available to her becomes painfully obvious. She awkwardly 

wrenches the language to press mUltiple meanings that begin to insinuate 

new ways of thinking ourselves. 

In "Quand nos levres se parlent," Irigaray attempts an articulation of 

a sexual/textual economy based on lips speaking together in which a female 

"I" addresses an unnamed, but clearly feminine "you". Playing across 

pronouns to stretch the possibilities of subjectivity, Irigaray never makes it 

clear whether the "I" and "you" of this text are different people or "one" 

person speaking to herself. In her vision of lips speaking together and 

speaking themselves, the very concepts of unity and division are called into 

question as relational identities are emphasized. 

Ouvre tes lev res, ne les ouvre pas simplement. Je ne les ouvre 

pas simplement. Tulje ne sommes ni ouvertes ni fermees. Ne nous 

separant jamais, simplement : un seul mot ne peut etre prononce. 

Etre produit, sorti, de nos bouches. Entre tes/mes levres plusieurs 
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chants, plusieurs dires, toujours se repondent. Sans que l'un, l'une, 

soit jamais separable de I'autre. Tu/je: font toujours plusieurs a la 

fois. (208-9) 

The tensions in this piece go beyond just the problems of creating a voice 

to counter phallogocentrism. In a rather curious aside, one that intimates a 

lesbian desire, she writes: "Je t' aime, toi qui n' es ni mere (pardon ma mere, 

je vous pre/ere une femme) ni s(£ur. Ni flUe ou fils" (208). In her desire 

to create the possibility of exchanges between women that do not invest in a 

phallomorphic economy, she posits a lesbian desire. But in the process, she 

speaks as a daughter moving against her mother's wishes, suggesting a 

conservative and limited view of the mother. 

She takes up the problem of mother-daughter relations more 

explicitly in Et l'une ne bouge pas sans l'autre. Once again, the "I" of this 

text directly addresses a "you," but this time the "I" is the daughter and the 

"you" clearly refers to her mother. In their "exchange," Irigaray locates 

the problems of woman-to-woman intimacy in attempts to break out of 

their patriarchal erasure at the mother-daughter node. She wants to 

liberate motherhood from patriarchal "consumption" in which masculinist 

subjects "forget" their "debt to mothers" who offered their bodies for 

consumption through symbolic transformations of this debt to models that 

replace the mother with a male figure, for example, Christ, who 

supposedly offers his body for their nourishment in the Christian mass. 

Against the Freudian myth of "lack" she poses the problem between mother 
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and daughter as one of over-nurturing because of the mother's investment 

in keeping her daughter infantalized .. 

Yet, this text does not really create an "exchange" in the sense that 

"Quand nos levres" does. The mother never really speaks. Perhaps 

motherly silence, speaks to the difficulty of articulating that which has been 

refused articulation, but the anger of the daughter whose mother was 

unable to offer an affirming role model comes through quite clearly. With 

the opening line, "Avec ton lait, ma mere, j'ai bu la glace," the mother is 

constructed as someone unable to do anything more than reproduce the 

patriarchal economy of sameness through mirrors wherein woman is 

frozen in her place (7). In this economy the mother is constantly 

assimilated to nourishment. As giving her body to others defines the 

mother's only value, the daughter becomes overfull. When the daughter 

leaves, the mother has no reflection left. In the refrain Irigaray bemoans 

their mutual fate: 

Avec ton lait, rna mere, tu m'as donne la glace. Et, si je pars, 

tu perds l'image de la vie, de ta vie. Et si je demeure, ne suis-je Ie 

depot de ta mort? A chacune, sa representation fait defaut. Son 

visage, I'animation de son corps manque. Et I'une porte Ie deuil de 

I 'autre. Ma paralysie signifiant ton rapt dans la miroir. (20) 

While she sees her own symbolic fate tied up with her mother's as women, 

Irigaray's attempt to rewrite the Freudian script for the daughter, leaves 

the mother an object. Her grief at being unable to construct a motherly 

subjectivity becomes clear in the closing lines. 
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Et I'une ne bouge pas sans I'autre. Mais ce n'est ensemble que 

nous nous mouvons. Quand I'une vient au monde, I'autre retombe 

sous la terre. Quand I'une porte la vie, l'autre meurt. Et ce que 

j'attendais de toi, c'est que, me laissant naitre, tu demeures aussi 

vivante. (22) 

If "[a]1I western cultures rest on the murder of the mother" then it seems 

that this daughterly voice is unable to raise her from the dead (Corps 81). 
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Reste que sur la complexite et les embfiches 

de I'experience maternelle, Freud propose 

pI utot un rien massif. 

Kristeva ("Herethique" 44) 

Julia Kristeva's "Herethique de I'amour" functions as a sort of 

counter point to the voices of children so evident through Alice Jardine's 

analysis of gynesis. Kristeva does not forthrightly question the need for 

gender marking, rather she follows the Freudian/Lacanian trajectory of 

psycho-linguistic development which requires, if not naturalizes, the 

gender dichotomy male/female. Within her psychoanalytic vision she tends 

to universalize what might be more appropriately considered within the 

more specific socio-historical contexts of white Western, and sometimes 

more specifically bourgeois French, culture. Generally Kristeva's works 

bring to psychoanalytic discourse a focus that sensitizes her reader to both 

the difficulties and inadequacies of the present symbolic order and the 

dangers, both social and personal, of destroying the structures upon which 

gendered subjectivity is traditionally built. From her personal experience 

as analyst she knows that anarchy is often violent and unproductive within 

any social or psychical structures and that if one structure is destroyed 

another must be constructed to take its place or madness results. From, 

therefore, a rather conservative standpoint, her attempt to come to terms 
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with the problem her body poses to herself as theorist and to the theories 

she both works with and develops functions most powerfully in her call for 

a heretical ethic of love, "herethique de l'amour" (30). In what I believe to 

be her most radical piece in both style and content, she poses her own voice 

as mother in contradistinction to the claims of both Lacan and Freud about 

human sexuality, motherhood, and sexual relations creating a polyvocality 

that fingers the faults in the fabric of the symbolic order, the places where 

the psychic needs, specifically of mothers, are no longer (assuming they 

ever were) met. 

First of all and most dramatically she splits the text spatially, a la 

Derrida, between a more traditional text on the right hand side of the page 

and an almost poetic motherly text that intermittently bursts forth on the 

left. The more traditional text assesses the role that the Virgin Mother has 

played in Christian culture, especially as developed by Marina Warner in 

Alone of all Her Sex .. The left hand side of the page speaks another voice, 

textually differentiated not only by remaining on the left, but by its bold

faced type and, in the English edition by its lack of justification to its own 

right edge. Reading the surface of the text in this presentation forces 

several issues. First of all it requires the reader to make conscious 

decisions about the process of reading that remain forever inadequate to 

readerly desires for continuity. Should one read the right side all the way 

through and then the left? The left before the right? If this were her 

intention surely she would have placed one text after the other, rather than 

placing them side-by-side. Should one read one side to the end of each 

page and then the other? If so, which one should come first? But this does 
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not really work either because the thoughts carryover from one page to 

the next in both columns. Paragraphs do not neatly end at the bottom of 

each page. The reader must negotiate the body of the text at each moment 

choosing at which point to move from one column to the other. The split 

text and the negotiations it forces on the reader intensifies a desire to read 

all at once while proving the impossibility of doing so, rendering palpable 

the impossibility of full expression in the linearity of language. 

Inasmuch as we function under the daily illusion that language is 

sufficient, more often than not allowing it to define us rather than the other 

way around, by rendering the inadequacy of language palpable, Kristeva 

radically challenges our relationship to language. But, as a mother, 

Kristeva experiences another limit, a lack of possibility of even speaking 

her experience as mother. Finding herself in touch with what she calls the 

semiotic,12 Kristeva ventures into the realm of poetry to negotiate this 

split. 

Mots toujours trops lointains, trop abstraits pour ce grouillement 

souterrain de secondes qui se plient en espaces inimaginables. Les 

ecrire est une epreuve du discours, com me l'est I'amour. QU'est-ce 

aimer, pour une femme? La meme chose qu'ecrire. Rire. 

Impossible. Flash sur I'innommable, tissage d'abstractions a 

dechirer, qu'un corps s'aventure enfin hors de son abri, s'y risque en 

sens sous voile de mots. VERBE. FLESH. De I'un a I'autre, 

etemellement, visions morceiees, metaphores de I' invisi ble. (31) 

12 This is a term that Kristeva use to talk about pre-lingual energies. or pulsions that impinge upon 
language, especially in forms like poetry. See her Revolution. 
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By slipping into poetry she forces another limit of language, as she claims 

poets must, by momentarily rupturing the symbolic order with the pressure 

of the semiotic. By placing the poetic alongside the theoretical she directly 

comments on the inability of the theoretical to speak this voice. 

Within the polyvocality of this piece, Kristeva, perhaps for the first 

time, openly questions the adequacy of Freudian and Lacanian theory. 

While quite obviously throughout her works she holds great respect for 

Freud's theories, in this piece she claims that "Reste que sur la complexite 

et les embuches de l' experience maternelle, Freud propose plutot un rien 

massif. .. This "massive nothing" leaves "un continent en effet tout noir a 
explorer"( 44). Her exploration of this continent on two fronts offers the 

barest of outlines and contours. Following Freud's lead she begins with 

her own experience both as an individual and as an analyst, but her own 

postmodern sensibilities, if not her psycho-linguist position as a woman, 

limit her ability to speak with the same freedom of subjectivity that Freud 

enjoyed. 

Similarly, the piece can be read as an attempt to negotiate the 

Lacanian claim that "Lafemme n'existe pas." She opens by saying: 

Si d'une femme it ne peut pas etre dit ce qu'elle est (au risque 

d'abolir sa difference), peut-etre en serait-i1 autrement de la mere 

puisque c'est la seule fonction de l'«autre sexe» a laquelle un sujet 

parlant peut attribuer, a coup sur, de I'existence? (30) 
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By so doing she effectively poses the piece as an attempt to reconfigure the 

phallogocentric symbolic order of Lacanian theory to allow a space within 

it for, at the very least, the motherly experience. In essence the left text 

speaks the voice that both Freud and Lacan most powerfully attempt to 

simultaneously silence and to usurp, that of the mother. 

While Kristeva is abundantly clear about the difficulties and 

complexities of SUbjective development, she assumes that the bourgeois 

nuclear family remains intact and that the defining factors still work when, 

at least in the United States, the reality is that the nuclear family is 

becoming the exception rather than the rule and, in fact, functions in a 

more imaginary sense through its reproduction in popular culture. It 

seems that Kristeva is limited by her insistence on the Oedipal narrative. 

Aside from universalizing a narrative that like all others is specific to a 

particular cultural moment, she insists on motherhood as the seat of social 

conservation rather than a sight of potential social creation. While 

Kristeva outlines the ways in which mothers are used by political regimes 

to carryon their programs, she fails to assess the possibilities that this 

position holds for constructive social change for the betterment of mothers, 

women, and children. What we need right now, if not sooner, are feminist 

psycho-social theories to offer models that can be developed in the mass 

media. We need stories, not just virtually inaccessible, disembodied 

theories, that help mothers to render proper their own bodies, as well as 

the bodies of children. 
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Unfortunately, Kristeva offers little hope or vision for a motherhood 

that is not phallically constucted. The allure of psychoanalysis for theorists 

marked with the feminine seems to me to be found in its thinly veiled 

usurpation of the power of motherhood. As such, psychoanalysis offers a 

disembodied version of that power to female theorists. The danger lies in 

forgetting the lived experience for the sake of the power such theoretical 

disembodiment has to offer. 

Yet, the eruption of her motherly voice In a theoretical milieu 

suggests a need for the expression of motherly voices. As a position that 

leaves many feminist theorists fearfully silent or rhapsodically mythical,13 

motherhood needs to be spoken, written with the same sort of varied vision 

that attends the position of childhood. As those who occupy the space from 

which all women are essentialized as well as that of primary "subject 

presumed to know," perhaps more careful attention to constructions of 

motherhood, that include those who are able to speak from that position, 

will offer analysts and theorists ways out of the ontological and 

epistemological structures that leave us locked into essentializing 

paradigms. The relationship between mother and child, and of mother to 

herself and the rest of her world has yet to be adequately addressed. The 

position of mother is dangerous precisely because, as one who speaks, the 

mother/woman is also a (potential) subject, yet, in her embodiment of 

embodiment, she breaks the boundaries of subjectivity as they are socially 

constucted. In this position of "mythical cyborg" (Haraway) mothers are 

13 Most obviously, Helene Cixous, "The Laugh of the Medusa," trans. Keith Cohen and Paula Cohen 
in Signs, summer 1976, 875-93; and Kathryn Allen Rabuzzi, Motherselj: A Mythic Analysis fo 
Motherhood (Bloomington & Indianapolis: Indiana University Press, 1988). 
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figures that need further explication, not from the mouths of children, but 

from the experiences of mothers. 



LA RONDE OF CHILDREN AND MOTHERS 

Childhood, like motherhood, is both a biological experience and a 

social construct. While childhood has been spoken of in both objective and 

subjective terms, motherhood is almost always objectified, and the mother 

(like woman) either blamed for the problems of all humanity, or idealized 

as the ground from which all creativity springs. In a variety of attempts to 

deal with the position, the mother has become the source of Lacan's 

"lalangue" and" Cixous's "encre blanche."l Julia Kristeva is one of the few 

who speaks directly from her experience of mothering. I continue her 

project of developing a "herethique," a heretically amoral, non-virginal, . 

mother-based ethic along a different vein in this chapter. 

In this chapter I begin a questioning of language and literature that 

approaches the problems of postmodernism from a mother's point of 

view.2 I dance here, in "round," (a style that moves with mUltiple and 

alternating, rather than dualistic and oppositional, positionings) with 

Roland Barthes, Julia Kristeva, Alice Jardine, and others. Following the 

aphoristic style of Barthes' Plaisir du texte, I dance with his sensibilities as 

homosexual/son/writer, responding with my own as lesbian/mother/writer 

1 This is the prelinguistic "language" that, according to Lacan, exists between mother and child within 
the psycho-linguistic realm of the '1maginary. "See also Helene Cixous, "Le Rire." 

2 In her work on mother-daughter relationships in literature, Marianne Hirsch notes the paucity of 
maternal discourse and outlines the feminist privileging of daughterly discourse and the related 
"matraphobia." See The Mother-Daughter Plot, especially chapter five. 
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in an attempt to renegotiate a symbolic order that locks both of us into 

inadequately and inappropriately gendered sUbjectivities. 

And the dance begins: 

Le plaisir du texte, crest ce moment 011. mon corps va suivre 

ses propres idees -- car mon corps n 'a pas les memes idees que 

moi. (30) 

My navel, that shrivelled point of juncture with my mother, feels 

stretched near bursting, its depth pressed flat against the fullness of my 

belly. The skin (an amazing organ), gives way to the body of water and 

fretus within. I press my palms against the sides of the bulge, altering the 

shape, massaging us both with the same strokes. This garners a response, 

the pressure of limbs from within against my belly, like a tongue pressing 

hard along the cheeks. I watch for definition, an elbow, knee, foot. His 

body stretches, pokes, and slides against the inner walls of mine. In the 

mirror I tum every which way, holding poses. I am me and someone I can 

adore all at once. I feel more than whole. 

* * * 
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Exhausted, I close my eyes as the parasite sucks my fluids. Hooks 

latched, cell for cell to my womb (that organ that betrays the individuality 

of all the others) it takes first choice of everything. I get the leftovers. It 

grows at my expense, strong enough to kick me; heavy enough to spread 

my hips and make me lumber. I feel shrivelled and weakened under the 

weight. 

* * * 

She tells me, "You can't hold on forever. You must let it go." She 

knows the desire well. My body pushes forward no matter my will. The 

waters burst on the patio tiles. In the ocean over my head, all I can do is 

go with the currents. When I think I can take no more, I do. Denial is not 

possible. Three hours later the person who spent months stretching limbs 

against my stomach is staring me in the face. What I have gained is 

amazing. My loss fills the thickness of a cord and the depth of my 

existence. 

* * * 

His toothless mouth at my breast, tiny fingers tickling everything 

within their reach, the odor of saliva and warm milk, I once again feel 

more than full. We explore each other's bodies. Belly to belly, skin to 

skin, his hands on my breasts, fingers to mouths, eyes, noses, ears. We 

giggle and hum. The sound vibrates through our bodies, enveloping us 

together from top to toes. 

* * * 
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My breasts swell at the sound of his cry. (Is this what it is like to 

have a penis grow hard at the sound of a voice?) I can press on them to 

stop the swelling and the flow of sticky sweet milk, but my body still 

belongs to him, tied to his needs in a very physical way. The sharing 

becomes manual rather than automatic: I must hold; he must suck. The 

immediacy is gone for both of us. While our bodies still dance together in 

the rhythm of his needs, I must move myself to his aid. He grasps and 

clutches, wriggles and squirms, throwing his body toward me and away 

again. It is no longer a matter of existing together, as a shared body. 

Immediate gratification and continual sensory contact is severed. 

* * * 

He wriggles away from me, crying to get at something he thinks he 

wants. Back arched, arms outstretched, hands groping, his body lurches 

out of my grasp. My hand gropes after him and I want to scream. I draw 

his body back. His will I gather to me with sounds, vibrating the syllables 

through my lips, throat, chest and abdomen. It calms me. His attention is 

once again mine. We share a new music. A new language. 

In time we no longer share bodies; we share language and space. 

Though we touch, the continuity of bodies diminishes. What we shared is 

only a memory that attempts to recreate itself in language. The initial 

impulse of language is motherly. The bond of body slips through her 
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fingers and she must quickly fabricate a new one, or the child is lost to her 

forever} 

* * * * * 

L'ecrivain est quelqu'un qui joue avec Ie corps de sa mere . .. 

(60) 

The tragedy for Oedipus, the patriarchal proto-writer, is that he 

lacked knowledge of his mother's body until it was too late, and then his 

knowledge was a "pere-version"4 of social bonds. Not knowing his father's 

body, he killed it. This is the "pere-version" of patriarchy: killing the 

father to get at the mother, whose power and existence are denied. Yet, 

because the physical connection between father and child is not easily 

provable, the mother must name the father to validate his position. 

Fatherhood functions as an operative fiction. By honoring the "name-of

the-father"S within a patriarchal social system she effectively "offers" her 

body as the ground on which father and son meet. In the process two 

social ills develop: she never owns her own body and the son never comes 

to know the father's body, nor (more importantly) his own. Without the 

3 Dorothy Dinnerstein, in The Mermaid and the Minotaur, suggests that "the baby-tending sex 
contributed at least equally with the history-making one to the most fundamental of all human inventions: 
language" (22). 

4 Kristeva's play on words emphasizes the importance of point of view (allowing that they are 
multiple) and thereby challenges the patriarchal assumption of the generic male as subject (47). 

5 This is Jacques Lacan's phrase for the paternal metaphor that marks repression and splits the subject. 
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body bond that is the significance of language, fathers and sons are doomed 

to battle over the body of the woman who must serve as their ground. 

Within this social construct, they are violently impotent: she is a powerless 

corpse. 

* * * 

He grabs my breast from under my shirt. Deft hands find their 

mark, then scrunch the overworked flesh, while his mouth sucks greedily 

for a diminishing return. He gurgles round my nipple, talking to it, to 

himself, to me, with little sense of difference. His eyes catch my gaze as 

his tongue presses the deflated flesh from his mouth. He tumbles from my 

lap and toddles off to play, babbling. Other interests eclipse what my body 

has left to offer. My body is more often left to me once again. 

* * * 

God is dead (Nietzsche Science 167) 

Loss of legitimation, loss of authority, loss of seduction, loss 

of genius--Ioss. . .. It may be that men always feel as if they 

have "lost something" whenever they speak of woman or 

women. . .. [T]he Cartesian orphans of the twentieth century, 

. . . . those writing modernity as a crisis-in-narrative, and thus 

in legitimation, are exploring newly contoured fictional 

spaces, hypothetical and unmeasurable, spaces freely coded as 

feminine. Gynesis [designates] the process of internalizing 
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these feminine spaces while accounting for those crises. 

(Jardine 68-69) 

Postmodern male-writers seem to share this internalization, dare we 

say usurpation, of the feminine with the mystical patriarchs. Augustine, 

Bernard of Clairvaux and Meister Eckart, to name a few, assumed the 

position of the 'maternal' to gain their "most intense revelation of God." 

In light of this Kristeva notes that, "L' aisance avec Ie continent maternel 

devient alors Ie socle sur lequels erige l' amour de Dieu"(32). It seems that 

both postmodern writers and mystical patriarchs depend upon the ground 

of a mythical mother to develop a sense of themselves that must seem 

forever lost. The cord was cut long ago. Their bodies are their own, yet 

they do not know or want their own bodies, not even as well as they think 

they know or desire their mothers'. 

* * * 

... c'est a la place, opaque, de lajouissance de l'Autre, de cet 

Autre en tant que pourrait l' etre, si elle existait, la femme, .. 

. cette sphere immobile d'ou procedent tous les mouvements, 

quels qu'ils soient, changements, generations, mouvements, 

translations, augmentations, etc. (Lacan "Lettre" 77) 

Without the ground of body knowledge, language enters the realm of 

the "ideal." This schism between body and language, body and constructed 

self, creates the problem of entropy, loss of meaning. In order to control 
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language, we need a ground to balance this "heady" system. Historically in 

white Western, culture women and ethnic minorities have served as 

degraded body for the exalted, detached soul that constitutes the white, 

phallic subject of language. Of course, this necessitates the oppression of 

the "other" as body in culture, and the repression of embodied voices in 

language. It also requires the sacrifice of bodies, both male and female. 

The process of idealization moves in cycles. As the "ideal" grows 

progressively static and loses meaning, we search for significance through 

the imaginary remnants of our mothers' bodies (the only bodies as bodies 

some of us have known) until this becomes too burdensome, bringing us 

too close to that other side of life: death. Then we work our way back to 

the "ideal." Lack of body knowledge creates a cycle of misogyny. 

* * * 

I am a carpenter building houses, cabinets, furniture. I carry my son 

on my back as I work, my hair in a tail tickling the back of his neck, the 

tautness of my muscles pressing through the layers of cotton shirts and 

carrier against his softness. He sleeps to the sounds of saws, teethes on 

wood blocks, and bounces to the rhythm of hammers until I can carry him 

no more. At four years old he returns from school with the wisdom of his 

peers. Women cannot build houses he insists. He has forgotten my body, 

though he desires it still. 

* * * 
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Descartes' philosophy can be read as a desperate attempt to 

escape from the body, sexuality, and the wiles of the 

unconscious. Experientially the first body we escape from 

(physically, and then emotionally) is that of our mother. (Flax 

26) 

"I think, therefore I am." The emphasis on the "I" idealizes the 

separation of self from others. The dependence on thought as a proof of 

existence separates the mind from the body, the self from the be-ing: a 

double separation. 

* * * 

Le sujet n'est qu'un effet de langage. (Barthes Barthes 82) 

When 1 say "I" it is not the same as when a white person with a penis 

asserts subjectivity. Mine is an "I" of minority6 (except with a child, and 

then I truly know the powerlessness of my own power). 1 can never be a 

true Cartesian self, because Cartesian subjects need my body as the ground 

for its meaning. I can scream, write, talk, sing, analyze, argue, and yet it 

seems that my voice is heard as body only, the way a child listens to a 

mother, for tones and movement rather than symbolic meaning. 

6 It is interesting to note that minority is another position that white male writers of postmodernism 
like to claim as a position of power. 
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Considering the "pere-version" of the body, especially one marked with the 

feminine, the postmodern desire to "become woman" seems odd. 

Nevertheless, I understand the desire in that I prefer the embodiment 

inherent in "the feminine" because it allows me more than a bodiless 

Cartesian "I. " Yet I wish he would dis/cover his own body instead of using 

mine. 

Denial of the mother's body, and the limitations it defines, begin 

before language, but are multiplied with its development'? Though she 

encourages language as a bond between herself and her child, because of 

the "ideal" realm made possible through language, desire is projected and 

her body is left behind as ground for that projection. Grand historical and 

theological examples of this include biblical claims that the creative power 

of the world is a male god ("He" creates man first, in his own likeness, and 

then woman), and Aristotle's denial of woman's part in procreation which 

leaves her the role of vessel. 

Often born of the same impUlse, denial, hatred and exaltation of the 

mother's body extends to all bodies marked feminine, becoming misogyny. 

The Malleus Maleficarum, that compendium of woman-hating cant, claims 

for example: "All wickedness is but little to the wickedness of a woman ... 

. What else is woman but a foe to friendship, an unescapable punishment, a 

necessary evil, a natural temptation, a desirable calamity, a domestic 

danger, a delectable detriment, an evil of nature, painted with fair colors!" 

7 Dinnerstein notes repeatedly the problems caused by the child learning the limitations of human 
existence at the hands of the mother. See also Nancy Chodorow's The Reproduction oj MOlhering: 
Psychoanalysis and the Sociology oj Gender (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1978). 
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(Kramer 45). The vindictive violence of these remarks invites the question 

of the source of such pervasive anger. 

* * * 

At birth, wide-eyed and silent, he embodies the wisdom of a Zen 

master. For weeks his cries are musical calls to fill his needs. He submits 

to life completely. His body conforms to my breast, my shoulder, the 

crook of my arm. His skin becomes an extra-sensuous extension of my 

own. Suddenly there is no comforting him. He wants nothing to do with 

me. Belly down, hands pressed to the floor, he lifts his head, arches his 

back up from his blanket and screams. My body is no comfort to him. He 

buries his face in the blanket, stuffs it by fistfuls into his mouth and then 

throws his body again into a screaming arch. I cannot touch him with body 

or sound; I can only let him scream. 

* * * 

Misogyny is just one more temper tantrum - anger in the face of 

embodiment. 

* * * 

On n'accouche pas dans la douleur, on accouche la douleur: 

l'enfant la represente et elle s'installe desormais, permanente. 

Evidemment, vous pouvez fermer les yeux, boucher les 

oreilles, faire des cours, des courses, ranger la maison, penser 
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aux objets, aux subjets. Mais une mere est toujours marquee 

par fa doufeur, elle y succombe. (Kristeva 35) 

I am, through both possibility and choice, my mother's body (both 

metaphorically and metonymically). I repeat her joy and her suffering, 

her losses of blood, of waters, of fullness, the severance of the cord, the 

bodies, the words. I know her body twice, once as an infant and again 

through my own experiences as a person with a womb. I share her 

abundance.8 

I am also not my mother. In her time I am a child who has had to 

fight against her desires to keep me a child. I have had to prove myself an 

adult, a separate, though affectively entangled, entity. Language between 

us is often difficult or falls flat. And yet, since the cutting of our cord, 

words are the material that we use to share those selves that we are 

continually becoming. At best we accept the limits, stretching them when 

we can. At these times, the words we share are delicate, dancing on the 

surface of our pain, tickling our joy, delving to define the connections we 

imagine/remember/create between us. At worst we tear at each other for 

what we cannot give or be. Sometimes I have to breathe deeply, to let the 

words come. They frustrate me so. 

Given the ways in which gender marking plays upon our own 

experiences of our bodies, those with bodies that bleed only when injured, 

those who will never know the growth, movement and expulsion of another 

8 Nancy Chodorow offers an interesting psycho-social development of mother-daughter relations in her 
The Reproduction of Mothering: See especially Part II. 
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from within are, perhaps, more capable of selectively denying the 

implications of embodiment and, therefore, are potentially more easily 

caught in the web of language. Unable to know, in the body, how the 

mother's body is her own; how we can never reconnect to the mother; how 

language is forever inadequate and all that we have - these other-than

mothers seem more likely to believe in the power of Knowledge and 

Language; more easily tempted to use this power to deny the "(m)other" 

that they use for meaning. While selective denial of embodiment is 

possible for all speaking subjects, if it renders us unable to see that the 

Word, like God, is the promise of something we cannot have, we will 

remain easily blinded to our own humanity. 

* * * * * 

Nous serions scientifiques par manque de subtilite . 

(Barthes Plaisir 96) 

* * * 

I remind my son of the things I have built. Apartments, houses, 

bookshelves, magazine racks, cabinets. We touch the wooden stool I built 

so that he could reach the sink and sit on the toilet. I explain its dowelled 

joints, its simply rounded edges, while fondling the fully inch-thick pine. 1 

remind him of the time 1 cut the oak for the spice rack. He watched me 

rout its design. Trying to contain my feelings, 1 ask, "Don't you remember 

the saws? The blocks of wood you played with?" 1 plead, "I carried you 
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on my back." His eyes are emotionless. He knows what his friends at 

school have told him. This is his knowledge. 

* * * 

It seems as though the "symbolic," the realm of language and systems 

of "knowing," imagines a grand self-importance, and takes off on a life of 

its own: as though it were separate from the body. The "ideal," the 

Platonic version of the symbolic's source, is enthroned above the world in 

which we live, rendering all those who think or speak its subjects. The 

worst atrocities have been (and still are) performed in its name. 

* * * 

My son watches TV and asks if Kermit the frog is real. I cannot 

answer simply. He cried when I told him that superman cannot "really" 

fly. Now he insists on testing the reality of everything. He works intensely 

to sort it out. He does not give up the dream of flying. 

* * * * * 

... it jouit de la consistance de son moi (c'est son plaisir) et 

recherche sa perte (c'est sa jouissance). C'est un sujet deux lois 

clive, deux lois pervers. (Barthes Plaisir 26) 

He sits up and lights a cigarette. "The act," he thinks as the smoke 

swirls about his face, "is such a strange one." The pressing of bodies, the 
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sweat and the exertion, the sounds. "How silly." Like child's play? The 

place he finds his pleasure is not the time in which he claims his self. 

One way to break out of the Cartesian self, seems to be the 

dis/covery of one's minority, one's own otherness. Barthes' homosexuality 

opens the door for his discovery of pleasure and his own body. His 

perversion of the "pere-version" creates an opening through which he gains 

his body. He begins the process of shedding "subjectivity" to dis/cover his 

"individuality;" to encounter his "corps de jouissance" (Plaisir 90). 

Needing the mother's body, or desiring primary narcissism is a far cry 

from breaking out on one's own; dis/covering one's own body to be 

something of value. 

* * * * * 

Qu'est-ce que la signifiance? C'est le sens en ce qu'il est 

produit sensuellment. (Barthes Plaisir 97) 

In desperation and motherly rage I tell my son to stand up for 

himself, that he must fight back. But he knows that my body is not behind 

this and he wears my feeling that there must be another way like a badge of 

courage. I struggle with my body, the tone of my voice, to convince him, 

for, in spite of myself, I fear for his safety and sense of well-being. 

The words a mother says to her child barely count. The child learns 

from her body, its attitudes, and from the music of her voice. These tell 
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the child far more than words. These are the negatives from which the 

child develops the print, the imprint of the mother. As children we know 

her body before we ever come to know her individuality, her words or 

their meanings. Words function on a different level altogether, usually as 

manipulation (on both parts) of the bond that belies them. To know the 

significance of her words, we must come to know our own bodies. 

* * * 

Born of the desire for our initial bond to another, which it replaces, 

language not only plays metonymically on the memory of the initial bond, 

but it creates its own metaphorical bonds through repetition. These bonds 

are important in that they are our connection to life and our connection to 

each other which makes death more bearable. These bonds are the source 

of "a-mort. "9 The "pere-version" of these bonds, in their denial of body 

and woman, is deadly. A language or knowledge based on a system of 

power that selectively denies the embodiment that forms its basis is doomed 

to loss of significance for it can never find its own ground, leaving a chasm 

between language, the naming of the world, and the world it claims to 

name. 

* * * 

I cannot say it all here, I can only imply. This limitation, one of 

linearity, this inability to say it all, like sensations of overfull ness, 

especially not at the same moment, denies the body full expression. We try 

9 The goal of Kristeva's "Mrethique" is the further development of these bonds (49). 
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to trick language into serving this purpose for us with mUltiple meanings, 

layered meanings, layered words, loving words. Some become, like our 

bodies, servants of time. Slaves. But if we accept the limitations of 

language as natural and the body as morbid excess, then meaning is lost and 

expression is dead. 

Writing is like combing through tangled hair. I must start with 

scattered ends and work out the tangles till silky smoothness emerges. I 

must work my way slowly and in parts, till I clear my way to the roots. 

There are strands of pleasure and pulls of pain when I catch short a single 

hair. I play my fingers across the brush-like ends and twirl silky strands 

between them. It brushes my hands, tickles my palms, slides across my 

shoulders, face and back. My arms tire from laboring over my head. I 

sweat and grow irritated: I rest and return. It is a sensational process. My 

body recoils from the tension, yet revels in the pleasure, desiring the 

challenge of this artistic play. I need not kill my father or bury my mother 

to write; I must merely press my existence through the sieve of language. 

It can be a brutal process. 

* * * 

Language is a veil and a trap that hides us from ourselves: because it 

is never possible to say the body completely; because language is born of 

the attempt to reconnect a severance that it can never reconnect; because, 

by nature, it can never fulfill; because it is born of a lack, not of the penis, 

but of a bond. Yet, language is also born of overflow; the abundance of 

motherhood. 
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* * * * * 

Sapientia: nul pouvoir, un peu de savoir, un peu de sagesse, et 

Ie plus de saveur possible. (Barthes Le90n: 46) 

On this note the dance rests until, in time, it resumes. Like dancers, 

at the end of their exertion, we face each other now with the awkwardness 

of bodies caught in time; arrested; startled by an ending; stopped short. 

Closure is an artificial construct based on the very ego-linguistic 

assumptions that I here attempt to undermine. And yet, convention, your 

expectations, demand a sense of ending. Drifting off will not do. Let this 

be a pause in the dance, to catch our breath, for the dance continues. 



EMBODIMENT IN LITERATURE 

In the readings that follow I have attempted to maintain my own 

presence in the practice of literary analysis, developing a relationship 

between text and reader. I have chosen pieces by Marguerite Duras and 

Monique Wittig as examples, in part, because, their works encourage such 

an interactive reading. Working as artists in the milieu of the "nouveau 

roman," they play at the level of language as a material more obviously 

than most writers in English, having all but left traditional notions of plot 

and character behind. Both writers have stretched the material of language 

and re-embodied subjectivity in very different ways. In the works I read 

here, both Duras and Wittig make creative use of pronouns, espscially "I" 

and "you," in order to alter hegemonic subjectivity. 

True to her heterosexual focus, Duras' works tend to play out themes 

that run parallel to those of psychoanalysis. In her cryptic, filmic style she 

uses the ludic in addressing sexual themes, thereby challenging her reader 

to make connections between the fantasy worlds of childhood and the 

passions of adulthood. The text I focus on here, La maladie de la mort, is 

of interest to issues of embodiment and subjectivity because of its insistent 

embodiment of the masculine subject. In spite of the fact that the text 

portrays a heterosexual Iiason, its male subject can be read to be 

homosexual, though this is never clearly stated. While every other analysis 

I have read assumes heterosexuality, there is some evidence that Duras 

meant the malady of death to refer to homosexuality. In La Vie materielle, 

she indicates that Les Yeux bleus cheveux noirs, a story about the 
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impossible relationship between a prostitute and a homosexual man, was an 

attempt to rewrite Maladie. Interestingly, while Duras' very heterosexual 

reading of male desire is hegemonically indifferent to homosexuality, in 

the same manner that Irigaray speaks of men being indifferent to sexual 

difference, this portrayal, insofar as it undresses masculinist desire of any 

sort, seems to support Irigaray's claims for the "hom(m)osexualite" (a 

patriarchal inability to acknowledge or desire difference) of hetero

masculinist subjectivity. Given her "straight mind," perhaps it is only 

inadvertantly that she performs an operation on all masculinist subjectivity 

wherein "its" refers only to men--unable to claim the universal. Given that 

most everyone reads the male subject of this text as heterosexual, and that 

homosexual men are not necessarily any less sexist than heterosexual men, I 

read the text as I perceive it to function in terms of gender marking. 

Monique Wittig's work is far more radical--both in the explicitness 

of her project and her scope. Not only does she rewrite Western 

mythologies in what one might even call "a new key," but, in doing so, she 

offers the lesbian subject as a third term to disrupt the dichotomous gender 

marking of hetero-masculinist language. In the process, she imagines 

subjectivity beyond the strictures found in all of the works that I have 

assessed thus far, and presses her reader to imagine a subjectivity beyond 

gender. 

Because Wittig writes both theoretical and literary works, I want to 

consider her philosophy, especially as it has informed the whole of this 

work. Countering the disconnection between theories and lived 
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experiences of oppression, she calls for a "political semiology" ("Straight 

Mind" 32) In doing so she insists throughout her works on the "material 

oppressIOn of individuals by discourses." Because her focus is 

revolutionary rather than academic, she views the use of language in terms 

of strategies for or against "transformation." From this point of view she 

reads the marriage of linguistics and psychoanalysis as a discourse that 

enforces the "Structural Unconscious" in which "human beings are given as 

invariants, untouched by history and unworked by class conflicts, with 

identical psyches because genetically programmed." Moreover, while the 

language of the human psyche "advantageously functions with very few 

elements," which make it very simple "to impose, through therapy and 

theorization," the "metalanguages which interpret it" rival the "richness" 

and "display" of biblical exegesis. The proliferation of these "know ledges" 

effectively "plunges [the oppressed] into a kind of ahistoric vacuum." 

Psychoanalysis, on her reading, exploits the human need to communicate 

through a "cruel contract which constrains a person to display her/his 

misery to an oppressor who is directly responsible for it, who exploits 

her/him economically, politically, ideologically and whose interpretation 

reduces this misery to a few figures of speech" (Wittig, "Straight Mind," 

22-25). 

Understanding the power inherent in the ability to universalize a 

point of view and the value of abstraction, Wittig violently opposes the 

valorization of terms that have stood for the particular, or the oppressed, 

particularly in the socio-political realm. This puts her at odds with those 
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who call for an "ecriture feminine."l Reading current theories of 

"difference" as one more ruse that would erase our sensibilities of the daily 

pain of oppression, Wittig insists on the socio-political necessity of 

claiming our right to the power of abstraction and universalization. In her 

critique of the Marxist dialectic between the proletariat and the bourgeoisie 

and the historical play they have received, she points out that, in spite of 

the valorization of the underclasses, what should have been a 

"transformation" has functioned instead as a "substitution" because "the 

agency that was to achieve class transformation (that is, to break down the 

categories of the One and the Other, and to turn them into something else) 

belonged to the parameter of the One, that is, the bourgeoisie itself." 

Based on the failure of the dialectic of Marxism, Wittig refuses 

"woman" as a potential site of radical SUbjectivity because, in her view, it 

will always function in the position of (Hegelian) slave to "man." In a 

transformational move beyond the gender dichotomy, she poses the lesbian 

as subject, articulating a lesbian point of view. Wittig privileges the lesbian 

point of view as it offers the "oblique point of view" necessary to the 

abstract consideiation of "the potentiality and virtuality of humanness," a 

move that parallels the privileging of other marginalized voices ("Homo 

Sum" 46)· The brilliance of her strategy lies not only in its critique of the 

blindness of those who remain confined to "straight minds," but in the way 

that she effectively poses the lesbian point of view as one beyond the frozen 

male/female dialectic. Rather than claiming a double oppression, she 

1 Perhaps Wittig is at most violent odds with Helene Cixous. For a reading of the relationship 
between these writers and their works, sec Wenzel 'The Text as BodylPolitics." 
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constructs her position as transformational.2 Her call to abolish the mark 

of gender is a call for all oppressed human beings to take up their language 

and insist on their subjectivity against cultural silencing. It is a call to 

arms. 

Perhaps Wittig's work has not yet received the attention it deserves 

because of her obviously militant attitude, an attitude that runs counter to 

the pacifist sensibilities of many U.S. feminists who came to their feminism 

out of the anti-war movement. However, the current academic 

acknow ledgement of gay and lesbian studies, however provisional, will 

perhaps encourage further analysis. For my own part, Wittig offers an 

antidote to the "straight" thinking that continually attempts to limit my 

being to phallic models. 

2 This move parallels the strategy of some black women writers who have similarly seen the potential 
power of their positions for social transformation, as summed up in titles like All the Women are While, 
All the Blacks are Men, but Some oj Us are Brave. One could construct a similar phrase for lesbians: all 
feminists are heterosexual, all homosexuals are men, etc. 
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Duras: Ravishing Hetero-Subjectivity 

Her "Laughing Cure" for Lacan's Hysterical Lack 

[Lj'on puisse interpreter Ie jait d' etre depourvu de 

matrice comme fa privation la plus insupportable 

a l'homme ... 

(Luce Irigaray Speculum 21) 

Let's say her writing ravishes me. That it leaves me languishing. 

Perhaps in the fullness of the knowledge of my own forgetting. Perhaps in 

the power of her forgetfulness. Reading her corpus, I face mortality. By 

rendering tangible the knowledge that we forget and are forgotten she 

strips naked that "privileged symptom [of] ... human being's mental 

illness" - the ego (Felman 12). In this moment I love (is it her?), even as 

she is already gone from her texts like the child-mother who has only 

"Battambang" to say for eternity as she abandons her children like 

droppings in her voyage to the landscape of her own mother, la mer.3 

I am not alone. Jacques Lacan too is ravished. Reading Le 

ravissement de Lol V. Stein, he claims, "eet art suggere que la ravisseuse 

est Marguerite Duras, nous les ravis" ("Hommage" 131). Does the 

prostitute ravish the gigolo?4 Donning insistently gendered and sexual 

3 Duras makes a play between la mere and fa mer throughout Le Vice-Consul. 
4 The ways in which Duras takes up the position of prostitute in her writing has been developed by 

Martha Noel Evans in her Masks oj Tradition, 123-56. In this chapter she claims that "as Duras uncovers 
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masksS Duras and Lacan seem to share an aim to thereby unmask the 

dynamics of heterosexual relations in search of where and how they might 

happen. In his homage to her this master teacher notes, almost regretfully, 

that "Marguerite Duras s'avere savoir, sans moi, ce que j'enseigne" 

("Hommage" 133). While an astonishing number of parallels exists 

between the works of Duras and Lacan (including: the importance of 

memory and forgetting; the location of love; the construction of gendered 

subjectivities, the difficulty, if not impossibility, of heterosexual relations; 

and the fundamental importance of language itself),6 I believe that her texts 

show there is something more that she knows without him. 

Since Lacan subscribes to the belief that the artist "paves the way" 

for the psychoanalyst ("Hommage" 133), let us explore the "path paved" by 

Duras beyond Lacan's generous claim that she knows without him what he 

teaches to discover the places and manner in which she "precedes" him. 

While much of her oeuvre before 1980 (beginning with Moderato 

Cantabile), especially the "India Cycle," works to ravish the subject and 

culminates in the cry to "destroy," of Detruire, dit-elle, in La Maladie de la 

mort Duras explores the territory beyond ravissement. In this text she 

creates sUbjectivities in the pre-ludic conditional tense, re-membering the 

and explores the indecency of female writing, she discloses that indecency as a cover for something else: the 
hidden whoring of all language. " 

As for Lacan, his "style" has created nothing less than a furor in a variety of circles which speaks at 
least to its tendency toward titillation. In an attempt to sum up the stylistic differences between Freud and 
Lacan, Elizabeth Grosz claims, "Where Freud maintains a 'dignity' beyond reproach in his formal yet cordial 
reports of sexual matters, Lacan seems to go out of his way to flirt, mock, seduce and insult .... To 
Freud's role as Talmudic patriarch, Lacan plays the gigolo." See her Jacques Lacan, 14. 

5 See Evans, Masks. 
6 The intersections of their works have been developed by, among others, Mary Lydon, Trista Selous, 

Marcelle Marini, and Michele Montrelay. 
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language of childhood games.7 Her text suspends time, like hypnosis, so 

that the reader might remain conscious while traversing the places where 

thoughts and nerve endings, mind and body interact indistinguishably. In 

ravishing the reader she renders the madness of phallogocentric 

subjectivity tangible and suggests a place beyond the need for mastery 

which engenders madness. Let's say this is a story of my reading Duras. 

"One doesn't say such things" 

On its surface Marguerite Duras's dramati-poetic novel, La Maladie 

de la mort, tells of a man's discovery of and struggles with his malady of 

death and love (la mort and l' amour) through his attempted possession and 

loss of a woman's body. The setting, perhaps her most sparse, essentially 

consists of the man's bedroom. The reader/audience's gaze remains within 

this room, for the most part focused on the body of the woman, except for 

an occasional glimpse through the room, out to a porch that overlooks the 

sea, or to a vague social space to which the text merely alludes. The 

woman's body rarely leaves the bed. Overtly gendered and sexual, the text 

plays with the materials of both the standard romance and pornography. 

Duras strips both forms down to their common denominator: desire, not as 

romance dresses it, nor as pornography idolizes it, but as the excruciating 

dynamics of its hegemonic, phallic construction sever the subject of desire 

from embodiment. 

7 Duras, I.e Camion, 89, in which she speaks of her preference for the future anterior as the "pre-ludic 
conditional" of French. 
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Duras begins by stripping subjectivity of the illusion of individuality 

and the limiting particularity that names allow. No one throughout the text 

is named, leaving the reader to swim in a sea of pronouns that forces open 

issues of generic reference, gender, and individuality. With the opening 

phrase, "Vous devriez ne pas la connaftre" (7), the reader immediately 

faces a problem of defining selves. Who speaks? And to whom? It 

becomes clear before the end of the sentence that the "you" the narrator 

addresses, whose "sexe dresse dans la nuit," (7) sports a penis. This may 

lead the reader to envision "you" as a masculine character to whom the 

narrator speaks. But "you" is also a direct address to the reader. By 

opening the text addressing "you," Duras strengthens this effect. The 

thoughts, feelings, and actions which the narrator describes thus become 

the reader's as the narrator addresses "you." 

Yet, in another sense, "you" also refers to the narrator, whose strong 

identification with "you" expressed through the ability to see and speak 

(for) "you," leads the reader to assume that the narrator is male, even 

though the gender is never stated in the story.8 Seen this way, speaking in 

the second person becomes self-reflective. In the manner of common 

parlance (you know when you're speaking and everyone just understands 

you) this use of the second person has the effect of placing responsibility 

for actions, thoughts, and feelings outside the self, onto an implied other, 

thereby rendering the thoughts, feelings, or actions of the individual 

speaker normative, communal, and/or universal. So, even though the 

narrator speaks as voyeur, the "you" he addresses can also be read as a 

8 Duras suggests a male for the theatrical role in her post script (56), 
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generic reference to the narrator in the process of speaking himself. This 

reading seems reasonable as throughout most of the text the narrator 

speaks/reads9 to the reader/"you" as though privy to "your" every thought 

and feeling, making it possible to read much of the story as though the 

narrator were speaking aloud to and of himself. 

In its construction of identities through the use of pronouns alone 

and the language's insistence on gender coupled with the sexual focus of the 

content, the text simultaneously fractures the illusion of any generic subject 

while collapsing the individualities that subjectivity supposedly represents, 

thereby rendering "the Subject's" usually transparent, heterosexually 

masculinized nature opaque. In whatever manner the reader chooses to 

identify with the text, the construction of identities within the text makes 

manifest the gendered nature of that choice. For example, the reader 

marked with the feminine, though accustomed to identifying (at least to 

some degree) with a masculinized generic subject, is pressed to awareness 

of the ways in which any identification on her part with either "you" or the 

narrator requires reading like a man. To do so she must empathize with a 

sex "qui appelle ou se mettre, ou se dibarrasser des pleurs qui remplissent" 

(7). Perhaps more radically, the masculine reader finds his usually neutral 

gender status clearly gender marked and embodied. As sex is rendered 

explicitly physical, gender thus embodied marks all subjects, privileging no 

subject with the neutral. 

9 Duras offers staging suggestions at the end of the text in which she emphasizes that the narrator read 
rather than perform the lines because "rien ne remplace Ie manque de memo ire du lexIe, rien, aucun jeu" 
(59). This seems to further support a reading of the narrator's reading as a re-membrance of the unconcious, 
that which has been forgotten. 
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If the reader identifies with either the narrator or "you," the 

pronouns paradoxically render the text both more personally intimate and 

more generic than the use of character names could possi bly do. 

Potentially three subjects, the narrator, the reader, and "you," (eventually 

placed in concert with "them") function virtually in unison in the 

inscription of desire throughout the text and thereby effectively parody the 

standard masculinized gaze. The reader perceives the story through the 

narrator's descriptions as he reports voyeuristically on every thought, 

word, and action of "you," through whose senses, particularly the visual, 

the reader/narrator/"you" collectively experience "her." While the 

empowered gaze of white western culture is decidedly masculinized such 

that the world, as feminine, presents itself to the controlling male gaze, this 

text effectively places the masculinized gaze and its subject under scrutiny. 
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"I don't know" 

There are two notable exceptions to the narrator's ability to speak 

for "you" in which the narrator separates himself from "you," and 

potentially the reader. These are the only times he speaks as an "I" in the 

text as though separate from "you." Both times he claims a lack of 

knowledge. 

Peut-etre prenez-vous a elle un plaisir jusque-Ia inconnu de vous, je 

ne sais pas. Je ne sais pas non plus si vous percevez Ie grondement 

sourd et lointain de sa jouissance a travers sa respiration, a travers ce 

rale tres doux qui va et vient depuis sa bouche jusqu'a l'air du 

dehors. Je ne Ie crois pas. (15) 

The switch in reference and focus from "you" to "I" suddenly fractures 

what has been up to this point a unitary gaze, leaving a gap between the 

speaking and the embodied subject. The thinking/speaking "I" seems at this 

moment to function separately from the desiring/embodied "you" while at 

the same time claiming a knowledge of "her" that "you" seem to lack in 

spite of what the reader might assume to be "your" greater physical 

proximity to "her" as "you" are in the physical process of giving "her" 

pleasure. Through the pronoun switch to "I" the narrator distances himself 

from the actions of "your" body precisely at the moment of "your" 

pleasure, changing focus instead directly to "her" body rather than 

perceiving "her" through "you." In effect, "your" pleasure becomes that 

which cannot, or will not, be spoken. Or, in light of what has been up to 
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this point a unitary gaze, at the moment of "your" possible jouissance, "I" 

suddenly maintain ignorance of "you." The second instance of "I" repeats 

the distancing and the claim of ignorance of "your" thoughts and feelings at 

the moment of possible jouissance. The narrator refuses to or cannot speak 

it. 

Similarly, both immediately before and after the narrator's 

distancing from and silencing of "your" pleasure, "you" physically attempt 

to silence "her" pleasure. First, par distraction, vous lui donnez de la 

jouissance et elle crie.lVous lui dUes de ne pas crier. Elle dit qu' elle ne 

criera plus (14). While it seems that "she" is capable of expressing "her" 

pleasure and that the narrator is capable of describing the same, as he 

silences "your" pleasure, so "you" attempt to silence "hers." Once again: 

Elle ouvre les yeux, elle dit: Quel bonheur. 

Vous mettez la main sur sa bouche pour qu'elle se taise, vous lui 

dites qu'on ne dit pas ces choses-Ia. 

Elle ferme les yeux. 

Elle dit qU'eIle ne Ie dira plus. 

Elle demande si eux i1s en parlent. Vous dites que non. 

Elle demande de quoi ils parlent. Vous dites qu'ils parIent de tout, 

saufdecela. (15-16) 

"They" mark a further fracturing of masculine subjectivity. If the 

narrator functions as a disembodied voice (at least within the written 
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text),l0 then "they" function as the abstract Other that allows, if not 

demands, the illusion of disembodiment. Maintaining control over what is 

spoken and what is not, "they" impose, in Lacanian terms, a "symbolic 

order" which institutes subjecthood through gender division marked by 

symbolic "castration" (Bcrits). So while there arc moments in the text of 

an insistent division between "you" and "I," or "you" and "them," the 

fractured parts of the masculine subject remain collapsed through the 

mutual imposition of the silencing of jouissance. The phallic law of 

silencing pleasure separates what is spoken from the body, separates "you" 

from "your" self. In fact, these characters correspond to the Lacanian 

"Schema L" which outlines the psychical agencies of the decentered subject 

such that "I" play the ego, "you" play the id, "they" play the Other and 

"she" plays the other (Bcrits 198). Yet, there are striking differences. 

First of all, with "their" implied multiplicity Duras effectively 

fractures what is otherwise (certainly in Lacanian theory) monolithically 

constructed as the Other, "the-name-of-the-father," or God, and places the 

power of symbolic structuring back in the hands of humans. Secondly, 

Duras takes that which Lacan attempts to contain within the realm of the 

psycho-linguistic and opens it out into the realm of the social, rendering the 

symbolic system less closed, more open to social critique. Moreover, 

contrary to popular images of masculinized subjectivity, certainly within 

the genres of romance and pornography on which this piece plays, this 

masculine subject is not empowered: "you" are at the mercy of the 

lOWhile it would function differently, the performance of this piece, for which Duras suggests that the 
narrator read the text t%f a man who is never physically present, would perhaps even more powerfully 
display the disembodied nature of masculine subjectivity by embodying disembodiment. 
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conflicting desires that traverse "your" flesh in "your" very denial of 

"your" own embodiment. While these images in some ways parallel 

Lacan's description of the subject, through the emphasis on embodiment, 

with "your" penis weeping at the impossibility of getting back to "your" 

own body, the text builds tension between the silencing of jouissance and 

"your" desire, "De ce corps vous voudriez partir, vous voudriez revenir 

vers Ie corps des autres, Ie votre, revenir vers vous-meme" (16-17). By 

placing the physical sign of the phallus, the penis (and its lack), literally 

embodied in the foreground, Duras alters its ability to play the part of 

master signifier and displays the constrictions and limitations, if not 

deformations, of phallically defined identity, gender and meaning. 

Not knowing "ou poser votre corps ni vers quel vide aimer" (11), 

"you" enact a desparate, hysterical search of "her" body. "Your" repeated 

desire to "get back to yourself' states clearly the fractured nature of "your" 

existence and suggests something beyond and previous to "your" current 

state to which "you" feel a need to return, but which remains unnameable, 

unknowable. "Your" anachronistic desire expresses itself in "your" sense 

of persecution, "your" suffering, "your" story of lack, the weeping of 

"your" penis, "your" hysterical symptoms. II The reader, through 

identification with the narrator/"you," remains collapsed into this 

hysterically fractured subject, unless, of course, the reader is laughing with 

"her." 

11 See, for example, Catherine Ch~ment's descriptions of the hysteric in fA jeune nee, 9-65. 
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In contrast to the hysterical male subject, "she" is the fully "other" of 

the story, whose voice resonates against the narrator/"your" voice. "She" 

is the body through which "you" search, attempting to "connaftre ~a, vous 

habituer a fa, a ce corps, aces seins, a ce parjum, ... a ce danger de mise 

au monde d' en/ants que represente ce corps" (8). So while "you" are 

overtly masculinized before the end of page one, "she" is just as overtly 

biologically feminized with breasts and implicit pregnancy, and 

linguistically gendered as an uncollapsable "other," that which, within the 

text, from the point of view of the masculinized gaze, is both abject and 

desired. 12 

On this level, reading from the masculinized gaze the text constructs, 

"she" functions as an object of desire, the Lacanian objet a, developed from 

the infantile ''fort-da'' game which Freud outlined as the basis for his 

controversial death drive (6-11). Speculating from his grandson's play 

with a wooden reel tied with string Freud writes: 

What he did was to hold the reel by the string and very 

skilfully throw it over the edge of his curtained cot, so that it 

disappeared into it, at the same time uttering his expressive '0-0-0-0'. 

He then pulled the reel out of the cot again by the string and hailed 

its reappearance with a joyful 'da' ['there']. This, then was the 

complete game--disappearance and return .... 

The interpretation of the game then became obvious. It was 

related to the child's great cultural achievement--the instinctual 

12 For an extensive development of the notions of abjection and otherness within a psychoanalytic 
frame see Julia Kristeva's Pouvoirs. 
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renunciation (that is, the renunciation of instinctual satisfaction) 

which he had made in allowing his mother to go away without 

protesting. He compensated himself for this, as it were, by himself 

staging the disappearance and return of the objects within his reach. 

(8-9) 

Similarly, "you" enact all the elements related to this infantile stage of 

development, but this time within the adult sexual theater. The narrator's 

claim that for "you" she fills "Ie monde tout entier" (28) describes the 

position that Freudian theory claims the mother fills for the child in early 

infancy, before the theorized separation of self and other. In Duras's text 

at the point of separation, "/l n'y a plus rien dans la chambre que vous seul. 

Son corps a disparu. La difference entre elle et vous se confirme par son 

absence soudaine" (54). Through repetitious exiting from, and returning 

to, the feminized body and its parts, the text hysterically reenacts the 

inevitable separation of self from (m)other, illustrated in the ''fort-da'' 

game as an explanation of the attempt to take control. 

"You weep" 

Between this dream of symbiosis and the final separation that the text 

enacts, "you," like the child playing ''fort-da,'' vascillate between drawing 

"her" body to "you" in an attempt to create that symbiosis and pushing 

"her" body away from "you" in an attempt to take control of a painful 

reality, "pour retrouver votre difference"(36). "De ce corps vous voudriez 

partir, vous voudriez revenir vers Ie corps des autres, Ie votre, revenir 
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vers vous-meme" (16-17) in what might be read as an impossible desire to 

return to the womb. This push-pull takes place on three levels, the first of 

which is a physical coming and going on the part of "you." Repeatedly: 

"Vous quittez la chambre ... loin de son odeur" (31), then "vous revenez 

vers Ie corps" (42) in an obsessive motion that admits of the pain which 

"cette difference integrale, qui vous separe d'elle" (42) causes "you". 

The second level of the push-pull motion happens within the gaze, 

but here the motion grows more complex. Not only is there an obsessive 

choice to look and then not look, but time and again "you look" but "can't 

see anything." The text enacts the horror and consequent denial of 

castration. Freud claims that the fear of castration begins when the little 

boy discovers that Mommy doesn't have one. He cannot see hers. In 

Duras's text: 

Valls dites: Je ne VOIS nen. . . . Vous prenez Ie corps, vous 

regardez ses differents espaces, vous Ie retournez, vous Ie retournez 

encore, vous Ie regardez, vous Ie regardez encore. 

VOllS abandonnez. 

VOllS abandonnez. Vous cessez de toucher Ie corps. 

Jusqu'a cette nuit-Ia vous n'aviez pas compris comment on pOllvait 

ignorer ce que voient les yeux, ce que tOllchent les mains, ce que 

touche Ie corps. (22) 

Later: "[Vious allumez des lampes pour la voir. Pour la voir elle. Pour 

voir ce que vous n' avez jamais connu, Ie sexe enfoui, voir cela qui 

engouffre et retient sans apparence de Ie faire, de Ie voir ainsi referme sur 
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son sommeil, dormant" (28-29). "You" can choose to walk away or close 

"your" eyes because these are actions within "your" control, but to want to 

see and not be able to see seems to be a symptom of "your" horror at the 

discovery of difference, the reality of corporality, of difference and 

separation expressed in the power of the mother to walk away from the 

child. 

Another complexity of the gaze which, according to psychoanalytic 

theory, develops during the mirror stage is the concern with who is seeing 

whom, with where the self ends and the other begins. In other words, 

there is not only the theorized horror (at least for the child who sports a 

penis) in realizing that Mommy does not have one, but the horror also that, 

not only can you look at her, but she can see you. In Duras's portrayal of 

the masculine subject's hysterical reenactment, "Vous decouvrez qu'elle 

vous regarde./ VOliS criez" (25). This panic of realizing "she" is "other" 

and that "her" gaze functions as "la frontiere injranchissable entre elle et 

vous" (25) marks the beginning of the weeping in the text. "{VJous pleurez 

sur vous-meme comme un inconnu le ferait. . . . {et ] ne comprenez pas 

comment il est possible qu' elle ignore vos pleurs" (27-28). Highlighting 

the (male) child-centered nature of narratives of desire in a phallic 

economy, Duras implies a world beyond Lacan's phallically defined 

universe which naturalizes/neutralizes this point of view. 

Finally, the tension between the push-pull of ''fort-da'' is most clearly 

expressed on the level of pulsions, or drives. On the one hand, for "you," 

"her" body "appelle .... le dechafnement des passions entieres, mortelles" 
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(21). Yet, throughout the text these violent desires find resolution in the 

weeping of "your" penis as it takes "cette route aveugle" (13) because: "On 

dit que fa resiste plus encore, que c' est un velours qui resiste plus encore 

que Ie vide "(10); and so that "vous ayez moins peur de ne pas savoir OU 

poser votre corps ni vers quel vide aimer"( 11); "pour dormir sur Ie sexe 

eta Ie , 10, ou vous ne connaissez pas . ... pleurer 10,"(9). Sex under these 

circumstances may momentarily resolve "your" violent passions, but it does 

not constitute sexual relations. Moreover, it conflates love and death (fa 

mort and I'amour). The closing line: "vous avez pu vivre cet amour de la 

seule fafon qui puisse se faire pour vous, en Ie perdant avant qu'i/ soit 

advenu" (57), offers a way to interpret the malady of death and love from 

which the masculinized subject suffers. Theoretically it describes the bond 

we have with our mothers, which we lose before it happens for us as 

cognizant selves. We are severed from our mothers and may interpret the 

symbiotic bond of infancy as love long after it has been broken (Kristeva, 

"Herethique" 30). This means that the infantile love that "you" search for 

in "her" body is not possible in the present, but only in reconstructed 

memory. A relationship based on a love that exists in memory alone is not 

present. 

The story begins with a conditional phrase, "Vous devriez ne pas la 

conna'itre," and slips between the present tense and the conditional 

throughout. This slippage creates a sense that, as in childhood games, that 

which is desired is actually happening, with a dream-like realism. Like the 

child who incorporates the death of a parent into play, this text calls on the 

sense of safety offered by fiction while traversing the dangerous territory 
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of the psycho-sexual. Under the guise of being only a figment of the 

masculine subject's imagination "she" breaks into the symbolic order that 

would render "her" an object. From this psycho-linguistically structured 

beyond, "she" speaks. 

"She laughs" 

I suppose that one might read La Maladie de la mort without ever 

moving beyond the gaze of the reader/narrator/"you"/"them" that it forms

-without ever identifying with "her." Objectification of women remains 

more the norm than the exception in western culture, and the text more or 

less empathetically follows a male character through infantile desires to 

reconnect with the mother, restaged in an adult sexual setting (not too 

strange in a post-Freudian world). From this vantage point, the masculine 

world that Duras portrays (for both male and female subjects/readers) is, 

like Lacan's, empty, lonely, and repleat with unfulfillable desire. But 

"her" laughter makes this masculinized reading very difficult, if not 

inaccurate. Playing in the space shared by mothers and whores, those who 

offer their bodies to fill the "needs" of others, "she" smiles from beginning 

to end, like a sphinx, ironically, with knowledge of something beyond the 

perceptions of the child, beyond the gaze of the text. As all of our first 

loves were, according to psychoanalysis, our mothers, "your" desire is 

theoretically non-gendered. So, while the surface of the text is overtly 

gendered, the passion it expresses theoretically is not. The whole of the 
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story might be seen as an enactment of the mirror and Oedipal stages of 

development, but with a twist. 

The description of ejaculation as a penis that "se debarrasse(r) des 

pleurs qui remplissent" (7) puts a feminized twist on masculine desire and 

thereby revises the metaphor as old as Oedipus that equates sight with the 

penis, the one-eyed man. Masculine vision, or the gaze that needs "her" as 

its object, is blurred by these tears, ironically, in a manner similar to the 

way in which tears blur the vision of the traditional woman of romance. 

But the standard masculine hero cannot come forward with a clearer 

vision, or some gaze constructed as truth/power, that might enable him to 

rescue "you" from distress. Rather, the text effectively undermines the 

power of any gaze, even its own, to render anyone simply an object in a 

manner similar to the way the narrator/"your" gaze attempts to objectify 

"her." Rather. the gaze of the text unveils the workings of the 

masculinized gaze, the masculinization of subjectivity, and the emotional 

cost of that masculinization: "you" seem condemned, in your malady of 

deathly love, to forever miss the present/presence of love due to "your" 

need for "her" body to establish "your" sUbjectivity. 

In contrast, "she" accepts the paid nights out of curiosity, and 

economy, not out of unfulfillable need. When asked why "she" agreed to 

the proposal "she" answers, "Parce que des que vous m' avez parle j' ai vu 

que vous etiez atteint par la maladie de la mort. Pendant les premiers jours 

je n 'ai pas su nommer cette maladie. Et puis ensuite j'ai pu Ie jaire" (23). 

In a curious, almost affectionately detached manner throughout, "she" 
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seems to study "you," like a prostitute/mother who does not take her role 

too seriously, who knows herself to be separate from the role she plays for 

an/other, yet who pleasures in the difference. "Her" actions seem to be 

more freely chosen, less fetishizing, differently driven than "yours," even 

when "she" accepts "your" conditions. "She" also is the one who names 

"your" malady and offers "her" body, for a time, as a place for "you" to 

attempt to work out "your" conflation of love and death. Yet, "she" clearly 

lives and loves differently and beyond the realm of the text. "Her" actions 

and words belie a life beyond "your" limited, infantile, masculinized gaze. 

There is more to "her" than what the narrator/"your" gaze offers. "She" 

exceeds the male subject's ability to see "her" on more than/or even just the 

bodily level. 

Enacting the violence of gendering that language both naturalizes and 

requires, the text literally splits the reader between the overtly sexualized 

bodies of "you" and "her," thereby exaggerating the process of 

genderization itself to display both its absurdity and its linguistic insistence. 

Identification of any sort on the part of the reader requires an 

uncomfortable gender consciousness that foregrounds the inevitable 

objectification that language requires, thereby rendering the generic 

reference to "the subject" untenable through embodiment. By emphasizing 

the embodiment of masculinity not as it hegemonically claims the space of 

the neutral, but as it presents itself to a subject marked with the feminine; 

by rendering the phallus physically present as a weeping penis searching 

through the body of another in hopes of finding itself, the text deconstructs 

the ability of the masculine subject to function generically. 
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If the Freudian desidero radically alters the ability of the cogito to 

establish existence, then Duras's play with Freud's phallically constructed 

desidero functions in as disconcerting a manner through its parody of the 

subject of language, the assumed generic self. And while Lacan's psycho

linguistically constructed phallic subjectivity reinscribes a universal (dis

embodied) phallic power at the moment it acts as though to undermine it, 

Duras re-embodies the male subject so as to leave no gender neutral. In the 

process the reader/narrator/"you" become Man, not in the grand universal 

sense that marginalizes all who do not fall under the rubric, but in the same 

personally limiting, essentialized manner in which Woman li'mits women to 

the biological. If "Iafemme n'existe pas,"13 then neither does "I'homme." 

The malady constructed by the text, a malady of the masculinized, is 

the real hysteria. It is the illness that fears a wandering womb--one that 

can no longer be home to the child--that the child, and most certainly the 

man, cannot control. Duras's text implies that the hysteria that Freud 

found was his own mirrored in (reflected onto the mirror of) his 

objectification of the women he diagnosed. The wandering womb causes 

troubles for masculinized subjects because they construe subjectivity as 

dependent upon heterosexualized genderization 14 and the maintainance and 

control of otherness. In Duras's text, upon acknowledging "your" 

substantial difference, the masculinized subject meets with "your" malady 

of death and enacts a hysterical search for a womb "you" cannot have. The 

13 Lacan's controversial claim in Seminar XX: Encore. 
14 Monique Wittig and Adrienne Rich have both worked to explicate the institutional nature of 

heterosexuality. See Wittig's "Social Contract" and Rich's "Compulsory Heterosexuality." 
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futility of this search and absurdity of the condition are expressed in 

"your" lack of presence. 

Ravished, Lacan praises the "hopeless charity" with which he 

believes Duras expresses abundant faith in what he barely dares to name, 

that is, love. But Lacan (mis)reads her works from the masculinized gaze 

that her texts critique. It is not abundant faith that Duras shows, but faith 

in abundance, an abundance for which phallically constructed desire, born 

of lack, creates an Other. Duras does not romanticize the othering process, 

the desire for/of the Other, rather, she "laughs" in love. Beyond 

ravissement, let's say that I am laughing with "her." 
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Wittig: 

Lesbianizing Subjectivity Beyond Dualistic Gender 

What is woman? Panic, general alarm for 

an active defense. Frankly, it is a problem that 

the lesbians do not have because of a change of 

perspective, and it would be incorrect to say that 

lesbians associate, make love, live with women, 

for "woman" has meaning only in heterosexual 

systems of thought and heterosexual economic 

systems. Lesbians are not women. 

(Wittig, The Straight Mind, 32) 

"You" make love to-with-of-for "m/e" without innocence--with 

every passion imaginable in Le Corps Lesbien lS For the sake of 

subjectivity "you" and "f' endure, if not enjoy, the laceration, evisceration, 

flaying, dismembering, and re-member-ing of the "corps," of the text, of 

the corpus of Western myth and language. Such poetry demands passionate 

response. 16 

15 The pronouns in quotations are meant to refer to the 'y/e" and "tu" of the text as well as the readers 
of Wittig's corpus and of this text. 

16 As Martha Noel Evans points Qut, 'The same critics who had praised L 'Opoponox began to wonder 
in print what had ruined that beautiful young talent." She refers to "Butch Telegraph," Times Literary 
Supplement, January 4, 1974, p. 5; John Sturrock, "The Lesbian Body," New York Times Book Review, 
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All of Monique Wittig's works counter any valorization of the 

difference of those marked with gender on the basis of that gender 

marking. She is concerned with the development of subjectivity and with 

the ways in which gender marking personally, socially and politically limits 

those marked with the feminine. Wittig's fiction moves beyond the dualism 

of "straight" gender marking altogether by waging war on language in 

order to render the subject lesbian. 

Each of her fictions performs a study in specific personal pronouns 

in order to alter the gendered subjectivity usually allotted them. Starting 

with her first novel, L'Opoponax, she used "on" in order to "universalize 

the point of view of a group condemned to being particular, relegated in 

language to a subhuman category" ("Mark" 82). In Les Guerilleres she 

worked to universalize another rarely used pronoun, "elles," the plural 

feminine. This meant that she had to displace the universal status of "Us." 

Perhaps most radical, her study of the pronouns "I" and "you" (je and tu), 

Le corps lesbien, reclaims embodiment with a vengeance. In this text 

Wittig literalizes the violence done to women in the denial of their 

subjectivity throughout Western history and myth through graphic 

descriptions of the body in all of its parts like no patriarch has ever 

dreamed. Laughing while fondling steaming viscera, "you" and "f' 

reclaim that body in myth, fantasy, and literal pleasure while effectively 

rewriting the history and myths of Western culture. 

November 23, 1975, p. 20; Valentine Cunnigham, "Oh mle, oh m/y," Times Literary Supplement, August 
15, 1975, p. 9\3; and c.J. Rawson, "Cannibalism and Fiction," Genre 11:2 (Summer 1978),310. See 
Marthe Noel Evans, Masks of Tradition: Women and the Politics of Writing in Twentieth-Century France 
(Ithaca & London: Cornell University Press, 1987) 186-87. 
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Wittig's willingness to do battle, her textual violence, paradoxically 

counters our history of sexual violence. Against the disembodied 

masculinization of all subjectivity, and the denial of subjectivity to those 

marked with the feminine, marked as body, "f' re-claim "your" body for 

"you" as "you" reclaim "my" body for "me" even when "we" each may not 

have sense enough to claim "our" selves. It is an act of generosity and 

courage that disdains recourse to any questionable moral grounds of the 

oppressed in the battle for power. "We" claim rights and responsibilty for 

power in all its forms, denying ourselves nothing, for "we" have been 

denied too long. This is an act of war in poetry; poetry as war and love. 

"f' dare "you" to enter "cette gehenne doree adoree noire." The text 

opens with a warning: ''fais tes adieUX. m/a tres belle mla tres forte mla tres 

indomptable mla tres savante mla tres feroce mla tres douce mla tres 

aimee, it ce qu' elles nomment l' affection la tendresse ou Ie gracieux 

abandon" (7). Even as "you" are deeply loved, there will be no room to 

hide behind such niceties as tenderness and gracious abandon as "we" delve 

through the matter of our subjectivity, which "n 'a pas de nom pour 

l'heure." For the matter of "our" subjectivity is found through the 

passionate figuring of every fibre of embodiment. In such a search "you" 

are willing to call out love names even as "mles bras jaunes et pourris d'ou 

sortent de longs vers te frolent, quelques-uns rampent sur ton dos" (12) 

Such love is more generous and powerful than morbidity. It is divine. 

More divine than Orpheus, who must look, Wittig's Eurydice can 

recount her story: "lie dirai seulement comment tu viens mle chercher 
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jusqu'au fond de l'enfer" (11). Subjectivity strengthens when: "Tu obtiens 

d'elles lies gardiennes des mortesJ de mle ramener jUSqU'il la lumiere des 

vivantes a condition de ne pas te retourner sur mloi pour mle regarder" 

because even the guardians of hell are "elles." "We" claim the power of all 

possibilities, even eternal damnation. Because "you" are stronger than 

Orpheus, "your" love revives "m/e:" 

Pas une fois tu ne te retournes, pas meme quand jle m/e mets a 
hurler de desespoir les larmes roulant sur m/es joues rongees a te 

supplier de m/e laisser dans mla tombe a te decrire avec brutalite m/a 

decomposition les purulences de m/es yeux de m/on nez de m/a vulve 

les caries de mles dents les fermentations de m/es organes essentiels 

la couleur de m/es muscles blets. 

(This is anything but "feminine writing.") The love expressed in this text 

seems to know no bounds. In spite of "m/y" repulsive, decrepit condition: 

"Tu mllinterromps, tu chantes a voix stridente ta certitude de triompher de 

mla mort, tu ne tiens pas compte de mles sang lots, tu mllentra'ines jusqu'a 

la surface de la terre OU Ie solei! est visible. The death over which "we" 

triumph is the death of self imposed by a social order that would negate 

"us." "Your" song insists that "I" move beyond my own death. C' est la 

seulement fa au debouche vers les arbres et la foret que d'un bond tu mle 

fais face est c'est vrai qu'en regardant tes yeux, jle ressuscite a une vitesse 

prodigieuse. (12-13). 

"We," "you" and "/," seduce to knowledge, seduce to power, bearing 

the passion of "our" love in order to transgress all boundaries of "genre" 
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that deny subjectivity, to take the power to speak "our" selves. "We" wrest 

the terminology from science in order to name "our" embodiment in all its 

detail, loving through litany the parts. Full double pages at intervals 

throughout the text are devoted to a litany of embodiment in all its detail. 

In another mythological revision, as Isis: [J]/e prononce l'interdiction 

d'enregistrer ta mort, que la traltresse responsable de ton dechiquetement 

ne soit pas inquietee., jle prononce que tu es la vivante quoique tronf(onnee. 

Even the one who has cut "you" to pieces shares "our" humanity. In this 

manner "we" claim all power to "ourselves." Moreover, even being cut to 

pieces, as women have been historically, does not mean the end of life. 

"We" live beyond all the violations. Against these violations: ''jle te 

rassemble bout a bout, j/e reconstitue, jle remets en place les yeux, jle 

rapproche bords a bords les peaux separees, j/e produis avec empressement 

des larmes de la cyprine de la saUve en quantite voulue, j/e t'en enduis a 

toutes tes dechirures, j/e mets mlon souffle dans ta bouche" (86-87) "We" 

piece together with saliva, tears, and vaginal juices the language that, in 

other hands tore "us" to pieces. Wittig uses the language of myth and to 

uncover the myths of language. Nothing is left unchanged, through this 

infinite metamorphosis. "You" speak "m/y" body, in the totality of its 

fragmentation. "You" piece "m/e" together as lover and beloved. "You" 

have no need to play hide and seek with a phallically constructed feminine 

to maintain desire in the masculine for these no longer define the locus of 

desire. Desire grows larger, more wonderful and ominous, more 

dangerous and rejuvenating. All phallic meaning shrinks, shrivels. 

Moreover, "we" laugh at hetero-reproductive assumptions. "[M]/oi Isis la 
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tres puissante j/e decrete que comme par Ie passe nous pourrons Jaire 

ensemble les petites flUes qui viendront apres nous." 

If the writer is one who plays with the body of his mother (Barthes), 

then this mother tongue is violently transformed, deeply loved and loving. 

If "Ia femme n' existe pas" (Lacan), then most certainly the lesbian does, 

and she lives to tell her own story of desire. If one is in search of a way 

"to speak of woman without negating her difference" (Kristeva) then 

Wittig has found a way in addition to Kristeva's motherly voice. If style is 

the man you're talking to (Lacan), then Wittig speaks to lesbians. 

Reading Wittig requires that we accept our own empowerment, and 

that we acknowledge the pain and damage done by living in a patriarchal 

society, and the pain and damage we are capable of, if nothing else in 

allowing our own self-effacements to happen daily. If we are going to 

write embodiment, not the body, not the phallus, if we truly mean to 

refashion language, we must refashion it all, not just the safe parts. This is 

a dare. 

Le Corps is not comfortable to read. It places passion against the 

abject mixed with violence. It makes its reader uncomfortable in the same 

way that homosexuality, lesbian sex, makes people with "straight minds" 

squeemish. They would rather not imagine. Wittig presses our 

imaginations in new and initially frightening directions. 

While Wittig shares with many feminist writers a concern about the 

place of women in language, her concern is with the universal subjectivity 
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possible in language, and wresting it from a masculinized sUbjectivity. She 

wages a war on language by flatly denying the possi bility of phallocentrism 

within her texts. If other feminists have made a call to writing the body in 

the form of a celebration of femininity, Wittig makes clear the serious 

nature of such a move--the power of subjectivity is at stake. She has 

studied those who assume, appropriate the right to speak themselves and 

assesscd their linguistic moves. Using the material of the language they 

appropriate for their own, she refashions it to make room for the full 

range, emphasis on range, of human sensibilities and power, as hers. She 

appropriates the phagcytic powers of male appropriation to 

"misappropriate against misappropriation" (Cope 80). 

Wittig brings the body and text together violently and passionately. 

Le Corps transgresses linguistic boundaries in powerfully disturbing ways, 

eroticizing scientific terminology, rendering scientific terminology into a 

litany of reclamation, mixing romance with guts, literally loving all of the 

body. 

While the actions in the text seem violent, unlike patriarchal 

discourses of romance and pornography Wittig's writing does violence to 

the sensibilities that allow the eroticization of violence in the denial of 

subjectivity through the "othering" inherent in a language based on gender 

marking. In Wittig's version "we" do not die. "We" laugh. Lesbianizing 

the subject alters the linguistic emphasis to make the subjectivity, and the 

power subjectivity holds to create and recreate the world, more important 

than gender. 
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Subjectivity, whether we view it as unitary and constant or 

fragmented and en proces, within the cultural (con)text, is substantially 

about power. The "I" does not stand alone, but functions in relations that 

are not just linguistic, and mark the place of real bodily relations. Whether 

mothers, lesbians or cyborgs, constructing an "I" with the power to speak 

not only to/with white western culture, as we must, but one that is capable 

of radically reconstructing our symbolic order to make the "I" mean 

something different/more than it has, to effectively challenge the real ways 

in which an "I" is denied, or particularized as a cultural voice, requires 

rending the language. The "you" and "f' of this text spread out to form a 

"we" in which every reader might have and be beloved. In such a 

discourse of love "m/y" blood does not even need a tampon to cling to. My 

blood flows freely. 



CONSTITUTIONALL Y (W)HOLE: A PSYCHO-SEXUAL 
MEDITATION 

We do not know what it might mean to define ourselves with 

emphasis other than on gender difference because the dichotomies have been 

so fundamentally cut. I do not believe that thinking defines our humanity 

any more than desire or sentience. They all interlace. The complexities of 

human existence need fuller development in their relations because 

simplistic definitions are too easily put to oppressive uses. I want to work 

beyond the dichotomies that pretend to exhaust all possibilities. The 

assumption of sexual difference as the most primary or substantial defining 

difference between human beings not only works to oppress over half of the 

world's popUlation, but lends itself as a model for parallel oppressive 

dichotomies. Mariana Valverde explains some of the problems with 

dichotomous constructions of gendered subjectivity and its compulsory 

heterosexualization 1 of subjects this way: 

One of the most crucial building blocks of the traditional view 

of natural heterosexuality is the idea that penises and vaginas "go 

together" or "are meant for each other," and that erotic attraction 

between men and women is only the psychological manifestation of 

the physiological urge to to engage in intercourse. There are several 

problems with this view. First, it portrays men and women as the 

dupes of their own physiology and considers eroticism a cover-up for 

1 See both Rich, "Compulsory Heterosexuality" and Wittig, "Social Contract." 
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Nature's reproductive aims. People are thus dehumanized, first by 

being reduced to one sexual organ and then by having those sexual 

organs reduced to the status of reproductive tools. Secondly, it 

ignores the specificity of sex by collapsing it into reproduction ... 

. [S]ex research has shown that if female sexual pleasure is the aim 

then intercourse is a poor choice, since masturbation and lesbian sex 

are both much more effective .... Men, for their part, often prefer 

fellatio to intercourse.(51) 

Because the "straight mind" insists on models of reproductive sex to define 

all sexuality and subjectivity, whole aspects of the human experience are 

denied social expression. And, even as the majority of "individuals" express 

personal differences with these models, these same individuals often fail to 

question the value or ethics of such obviously disfunctional models. 

What would the world be like if were were to claim our humanity 

before our gender, rather than the other way around? What would happen to 

sexual expression if we structured our "knowledge" of sexuality on models 

of possibilities of expression rather than reproduction? What if 

"heterosexuality" refered to sexuality based on a more complex model of 

difference, rather than the current simplistic dichotomous model? 

Heterosexuals might be those who find the arousal of their desire and the 

expression of their pleasure in facing and sharing the paradoxically 

independent and interdependent embodied subjectivity of anybody, without 

regard to physical form, with whom they explore their sexuality, including 

themselves. On this model, the word "bisexual" might describe those whose 
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desire is based on a dichotomized subjectivity wherein difference is 

structured and requires a partner of the "opposite" group. Desire would be 

aroused by, role-identified differences (which could be based on any number 

of qualities like income, physical size, skin coloring, or genitalia) that 

function as metaphors for the fundamental realities of human embodied 

differences, thereby creating some distance from face-to-face embodiment. 

"Homosexuality" would then refer to sexuality that is aroused by the 

complete reproduction of the self, through fundamentally othering any 

sexual "partner" as an object for the fulfillment of one's own desires and as 

the embodied ground for one's own disembodied subjectivity.2 These 

definitions depend upon what arouses desire in relationship rather than 

genitalia and reproductive function. 

As anyone who has lived in amorous relationships with people of all 

sorts can attest, there is more difference to be found between any two 

individuals, no matter the genitalia, than there is between genders as they are 

currently constructed. More to the point, in lesbian or gay3 social and/or 

sexual relationships the differences that exist, and whatever disharmony (or 

harmony) that they might cause, cannot simply be blamed on gender. 

Lesbians, gays, and other "deviants" must either appropriate rnasculinist 

dynamics in their explanations of their differences (for example, by adhering 

to masculine/feminine role-playing that allows the scapegoating of 

2 This final form is the only one that Lacan allows exists. See Luce Irigaray's description of 
phallocentric sexuality as "hom(m)osexualite." 

3 I choose to speak of "lesbian" and "gay" rather than "homosexual" in order to move away from the 
"straight mind" thinking that insists on its own dichotomies of not only "male/female," but the consequent 
"hetero/homosexual" and thereby reproduce hegemonic values by not allowing more radicalizing tenns to 
enter the debate. I personally believe that there are fundamental problems with all of these tenns. 
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difference onto socially sanctioned genderized difference) or they must face 

the complexity and confusion of more fundamental human difference, to 

admit the complexity and deeper issues of basic human difference. 

The appeal of roles such as butch/femme or top/bottom in lesbian and 

gay circles seems to be an attempt to create boundaries and differences 

where we have been trained to see none in order to know how to relate to 

each other. The hard work of facing the fundamental similarities and 

differences that exist between any two individuals without the mediation of 

terms to define the ground between them is evident in the all too common 

claims that: "Men (butches, tops, etc.) just don't understand:" or "All women 

(femmes, bottoms, etc.) are the same." Such oversimplifications of the 

human condition of individuals in face-to-face relations, wherein creativity 

and choice playa role in the way we define those relations, degrade all of 

humanity. These issues of fundamental difference might be raised in any 

sort of love, work, or affectional relations (parenting comes to mind), but 

relations that do not follow the hegemonic norm, such as lesbian and gay 

relationships, offer a possible testing ground for the questions of difference 

and gender. 

While women and men remain as psycho-linguistic markers and 

socio-political categories, these categories are neither natural nor functional 

if we intend to alter current power structures in such a way as to allow every 

body a right to full subjectivity. While such constructions inscribe, to 

various degrees, who I might claim to be, 1 find the largest limitations seem 

to be in how others "read" my existence. I am no more "essentially" lesbian, 
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than I am anglo, female, academic, or working-class. I am all of these and 

more. These cultural inscriptions course through me, they inform my 

perceptions of my own existence in the world, but they are not in any way 

essential definitions of who I am in the process of being. 

While others might use these "identities" to negate the value of my 

existence, I have found in personally claiming the value of each as they 

interrelate, that my life grows richer. I refuse to contain my experience of 

my affectional life or my motherhood within bourgeois, phallic parameters. 

And my refusal to do so has its affect. For example, even as society shouts 

its values at my son through TV, school, advertising, radio, books, friends, 

and family, my son and I function in our household as two people together, 

not as two people playing roles. I have refused to take the power that society 

would give me as a mother--to "control my child" --insisting instead on 

mutual respect. At each turn I have deconstructed the roles by clarifying, 

and asking him to consider, what is at stake for each of us in relationship. 

This allows us to relate as two (inter)dependent human beings. The integrity 

with which he faces life, the respect he shows for himself and others, and the 

sensitive intelligence with which he faces the violence and oppression that 

he sees daily, offer me hope that it is possible to build a more cooperative 

world. 

I face the act of dissertating with the same integrity. Refusing the 

very "generic" presence that scholarly discourse depends upon to maintain 

its claim to universal knowiedge I attempt in this text to maintain my own, 

always problematic because never static, presence. In the process I have 
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worked to purposely disrupt the assumptions to power constructed by the 

generic voice of academe, while at the same time acknowledging that power 

and designing, in my own way, access to it, differently. This, for me, is 

where difference matters. I have purposely complicated academic discourse 

by presenting my own perceptions as my own perceptions Gust as I have 

done in my mothering) in order to highlight the negation and denial of lived 

experience in standard academese. The fact that my perceptions insist, 

rather than being relegated to the background, pretending to constitute part 

of the ground of Knowledge, is meant to undercut the believability of any 

claims to universal Knowledge. 

At best, we have communities of agreement which are tenuous. 

Misunderstanding is inevitable: language can never truly speak all of who 

we are. In my use of this material there are inevitable misfires between the 

codings that make it possible for us to read each other. (Yes, I am reading 

what I project to be you as I write.) Like love-making, just as you might 

expect that I stroke you a certain way at a certain moment, I might miss and 

you might be frustrated. Then again, you might be patient and trust that the 

touch you expected was not the touch that I had to give. You could trust that 

I might have an unexpected touch, at an unexpected moment that will feel 

just right to you. 

* * * 

I refuse to conclude, preferring to open out ... 
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How does one challenge what seems to be such a closed system of 

representation; one that seems unwilling to allow for deviations from the 

standard; a system that, of necessity, is standardized because communication 

would be nearly impossible without it? Some claim the way is through 

poetry or art, some suggest political action, others offer various forms of 

prayer. What I offer here is a hybrid of these, of sorts. It is a mediation and 

a meditation in gut response to one more essentialization of people marked 

with the feminine. 

Jean-Paul Sartre's comments on women quoted here are in response to 

Freud's comments on human sexuality. Freud, like many born with penises 

before him, celebrated a singular (patriarchal, heterosexual) male sexuality 

and built his theories of gender and self on this dichotomized, either/or, 

being and nothingness model. It is a model built on lack, a lack of 

appreciation for what he could not "see" or did not want to see. He seems 

ignorantly blind to the possibility that: 

* a child born with a penis might see a vulva as excitingly different, 

or simply uninteresting rather than threatening; 

* a child born with a vulva might see a penis as a monstrous growth 

and be glad for the smoothness of her own form; 

* those born with vulvas might dare to look at themselves and find 

something enjoyable; 
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* people who mother might be perceived as something more than the 

role they play; 

* that a "polymorphous sexuality" is possible beyond infancy; 

* that those born with penises might experience the jouissance of 

their own "polymorphous sexuality" if they weren't so busy 

cathecting body parts. 

Sartre, with all the promise of existentialism's "existence precedes 

essence," failed to theorize beyond the phallocentric essentialization of the 

existence of woman. Instead, he defines her as "a slimy hole" that man 

gives of his being to fill, to make (w)hole. (He spent his time filling many. 

What a good man to give of his being so often.) Thinking backwards from 

his own thrust, his own desire to fill slimy holes, Sartre makes claims for 

"one of the most fundamental tendencies of human reality--the tendency to 

fill" (Being 776) Using examples from childhood, he claims that the 

infantile tendency to place everything in the mouth is proof of the child's 

desire to: 

wall up the hole in his face; he expects that his fingers will merge with 

his lips and the roof of his mouth and block up the buccal orifice as 

one fills the crack in the wall with cement; he seeks again the density, 

the uniform and spherical plenitude of Parmenidean being .. . (Being 

776) 
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Why focus so completely on the action of stuffing rather than the action of 

the mouth itself playing with the things that come in contact with it? 

Anyone who has watched children knows there is as much "play" on the part 

of the mouth as there is in the hand that brings objects to the mouth. Why is 

it necessary to ignore the obvious pleasures that the mouth affords the child? 

Is it because this would require acknowledging something more (like 

pleasure, which requires a subject, not merely an essence) in that "other" 

mouth, the one Sartre did not have, the one he calls "obscene" and 

"voracious~'? He would need to admit his own likeness to that which he has 

obviously "seen" (unlike Freud), but which he just as powerfully wishes to 

cover over with difference. 

In their desire to cover over, fill in, or just plain not "see," they erased 

so many possibile readings, denied so many experiences, closed off their 

own systems so that nothing "other" could get in. Let's play with those 

possi biIities. 

Je t'attends ... (Irigaray Sexe 205) 

Hands. Cup them together to hold water and feel it seep between 

fingers; catch the wind and feel it rush around the edges, overfilling, rolling 

round your palm and away. Contain butterflies and fireflies; let them tickle 

each finger. Arch your palm over the openings to cups, crevices, knotholes, 

stretching to meet the edges, then undulate the air shared - like breathing 

with your palm. Play your fingers along the edges of belly buttons, bowls, 
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ears. pockets; playing from outside to inside to outside again; marvelling at 

the edges and space, edges in space. Lick your finger wet and playa circle 

of glass till it vibrates with your titillation into sound. 

The sand on the surface is warm. Work your way to the cool wetness 

and let the sand hold you. Play with its give. Feel the weight in your hand 

as you lift the sand, then sift it through the spaces between your fingers. 

varying the space from thin to wide, leaving a tingle in your fingers for 

every passing grain till your motion becomes that of the sand heavy and 

fluid. Press to change shape. Feel wetness packing under your touch. 

Caress the surfaces, first with your palms and then with the backs of your 

hands, back and forth, round the (w)hole of it, in the manner of a dancer or a 

priest. 

C e corps sans bord arretes. (Irigaray Sexe 214) 

Find a smooth, grassy spot and lay down, face down and feel the earth 

beneath you. Close your eyes and imagine twenty miles below your belly. 

Feel this twenty-mile-deep skin extend round the earth like the skin on an 

apple and immerse yourself in its immensity. Feel its motion, round its 

center. round the sun. 

If it is sunny you can let two bodies reverberate through you, the front 

of you filled with the cool. damp, earth, full hugging, and the sun playing 
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warmth upon your back, interrupted only by caressing small breezes and the 

smell of grass. Rub your nose in its green wetness. 

Find a tree big enough to hold you. Climb in. Let your back or your 

belly sink into a sturdy limb, giving way to its bark and knots. Slide into its 

crotch. Move with its motion in the breeze. Feel it all the way down to its 

roots embraced by the earth below. Crotch to crotch - the powerful places of 

coming together. 

"The slimy is revealed in itself as 'much more than slimy'" 

(Sartre 776) 

A penis has a hole. It seems forgotten in the dichotomizing, the 

making of boundaries, the reduction of things to what seems most obvious. 

Explore it gently with your finger, the tip of your tongue. It's like the 

opening you will find in the solid body of a cervix, though smaller. The 

sponginess around it stretches only a little. Its gift is not spaciousness, but 

the slime it leaves dripping from hands or mouths that stroke it. What is 

hidden in one is exposed in another. In difference we go searching for 

likeness. 

Banging, thrusting, baIling, fucking. Such quick and pointed acts 

limit sensation, are unsensational. Find someone who uses his penis like a 

hand, like a mouth, caressing your interior like he could feel you, hallowing 

you as you do him. 
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Take the petals that have fallen from a rose of your favorite flavor. 

Stretch them around the tips of your fingers like velvet wrap. Rub your lips 

and nose with your petalled fingers. Play yourself, your lover, like you 

would a delicate sonata. 

Pull your lower back into an arch behind you, like to climb a rope or 

pole, legs in a squat and feel the air rush in, rounding the space you've 

formed within. Feel it rush against the wetness of your insides and breathe, 

like preparing to sing full voice. The insides reach to meet the outer walls, 

extending, enjoying the spaciousness. Extend these breaths, filling lungs 

and vagina, till you feel the pressure meeting between them, then give way 

to collapse. Keep it flowing in until you throb with ecstasy. You are 

spacious. 

Your lips, your many lips. I meet them with mine enjoying the space 

we share. I breathe into you, you into me, and pleasure embraces us. 

Unless we articulate the multiplicities of our pleasure to make them 

heard, we are limited by their social negation. Have you been spoken yet? 

If not continue the meditation. I await you. 
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